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Introduction

Over the past several years S-CUBED, under ARPA support, has

been developing a comprehensive new seismic yield estimation system for

underground nuclear explosions. The principal objective of this program

has been to implement a flexible, interactive software system in which

yield estimates based on a wide variety of different seismic magnitude

measurements can be efficiently determined, merged with all available

information regarding the test location under consideration and statistically

combined to obtain both a unified seismic estimate of explosion yield and

quantitative measures of the uncertainty in that estimate. A system

designed to achieve the above objective, designated the Yield Estimation

System (YES), has now been implemented in a Sun color workstation

(SPARCStation) environment at the ARPA Center for Seismic Studies

(CSS). This document provides a user's guide which is applicable to the

current version of that system. A comprehensive overview of the system

software design and technical specifications was provided previously in a

report by Murphy et al. (1991).

In its current configuration, the system is applicable to underground

nuclear explosions at the Soviet Shagan River and Novaya Zemlya test

sites and encompasses a database of more than 15,000 digital seismograms

recorded at stations of the USAEDS, GDSN, CDSN and IRIS networks

from explosions at these two sites. For both test areas, information regard-

ing the explosion source environment is presented to the analyst in the con-

text of SPOT'M satellite images of the sites, together with associated

surface and subsurface geologic information and DMA topographic data.

The on-line database for YES also contains a wide variety of tabular infor-

mation, including complete event and station location files containing both

classified and unclassified locations, standard travel-time tables for the

important phases (Herrin et al., 1968), propagation path and station correc-

tions for use in magnitude determinations and a comprehensive instrument



response database. The instrument database is a compilation of information

collected from the USGS, AFTAC, IRIS and others which details the char-

acteristics of the recording instruments as a function of station, channel and
date. There are currently 750 different response histories in this section of

the database. The portion of this seismic database associated with Shagan
River explosions has recently been transferred to CD-ROM and distributed
widely thioughout the ARPA/PL seismic research community.

The user interface to the system has been designed to be completely

menu-driven and mouse-activated and requires no keyboard entry by the

operator once the system has been accessed. This graphical user interface
has been built using the X Window system. X was designed specifically to

allow hardware independence, to foster ease in porting applications to

machines other than those for which they were developed, and to permit

running of applications on one computer while displaying their output on

another, even if the computers are of different manufacture. YES was

designed and implemented on Sun SPARC computers (e.g., SPARCSta-

tions), but transfer to any other system that supports X and UNIX could be
accomplished easily. The X interface has been written using the X toolkit.

The X toolkit enforces an object-oriented approach to programming by

combining the windows and the operations on the windows into "widgets."

YES uses several widget sets including the Motif widget set from the Open

Software Foundation, the X widget set from Hewlett Packard, the Athena
widget set from MIT, graphics widgets written by Teledyne-Geotech and

SAIC, and special purpose widgets for YES written by S-CUBED.

YES consists of a hierarchy of programs. At the top level is a mas-

ter program whose primary fui .tion is to start the other analysis programs.

The top level program allows the user to select the test site, event and seis-

mic phase to be processed, as well as the analysis tools to apply to the seis-

mic data corresponding to that selection. It then starts the appropriate
analysis programs with the proper initialization values. All the required

software has been written in either the C or FORTRAN programming lan-

guages. C was chosen because programmer's calls to the X Window Sys-
tem procedures are in C, and because C is well-suited to the design of

complex systems with a variety of data structures. FORTRAN was used

2



because it is optimal for certain types of computational analysis, and

because its use permitted the inclusion of many previously existing analy-

sis tools into YES. As a result, the top level programs, interactive modules,

database interface, and graphics routines are written in C, and, when appro-

priate, these routines call FORTRAN subroutines.

This document provides a user's guide and reference manual for the

operation of the YES system. In Section HI, the capabilities and functional-
ity of the system are graphically illustrated through displays of the screens

encountered by an analyst in a typical processing session for a selected

explosion (i.e., the Soviet JVE explosion of 14 September 1988). This is

followed in Section HI by a brief summary of the development of the YES
system. A detailed script of the operator actions required to reproduce this

sample session is provided in Appendix B. This is preceded in Appendix A

by an overview of the software and hardware required to implement YES,
as well as detailed s'..irt-up instructions for the system. Appendix C pro-
vides a complete description of all the currently available system options,

including information regarding their access and application from the

menus contained in the individual analysis modules. This is followed in

Appendix D by a top level schematic diagram of the main modules of the

system and their interdependencies. Finally, Appendix E provides a

description of an off-line module which has been implemented to permit

the analyst to add new events and seismic data to the system.



Overview of Selected YES
Capabilities

In this section, some of the capabilities and functionality of the

YES system will be graphically illustrated through displays of the screens

encountered by an analyst in a typical processing session for a selected

explosion. For this example, the unclassified data from the Soviet JVE

explosion of 14 September 1988 will be analyzed and used to illustrate var-

ious features of the system. A detailed script of the operator actions

required to reproduce this sample session is provided in Appendix B. This

is followed in Appendix C by a complete description of all the system

options which are available in the current version.

Main As has been noted previously, a distinguishing characteristic of the

Menu YES is that it is completely menu-driven and mouse-activated and requires

no keyboard entry by the user. The top level menu providing access to the

system is shown in Figure 1. It consists of six buttons which car. be used to

initiate (SITE, EVENT, PHASE, FUNCTION) or terminate (QUIT) action

within the system or to view on-line information regarding the operating

characteristics and parameters of the system (HELP). Choosing any of

these buttons causes a series of pulldown menus to be activated as illus-

trated in Figure 2. In this example, the SITE button has been activated to

select the Soviet Shagan River (Balapan) test site, and the EVENT button

has been activated to select the JVE explosion wh" .h was detonated at that

test site on 14 September 1988. Once the test site and event have been

selected, the remaining analyst interaction with the system is initiated

through the PHASE and FUNCTION buttons. The PHASE button provides

the analyst with the capability to choose from among the six different seis-

mic phases listed in Figure 2 for which digital waveform data are currently

available on the system. The FUNCTION button provides access to the ten

Figure 1.
Main menu Site vent Phase [Functior H tQ I
structure W- 1.------
for YES. Site: not set Event: not set Phase: not set
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principal computational and analysis modules which permit the analyst to:

view the seismic data within the context of the available informa-

tion regarding the specific test location under investigation (Satel-

lite Image, World Map)

interact with the recorded seismic data to process it and extract the

various magnitude measures of interest (Analyst Station, Magnitude

Measurement)

formally combine the seismic measures of source size to obtain an

optimum mrasure of explosion yield and quantitative measures of

the uncertainty in that estimate (Yield Estimation, CORRTEX)

Figure 2.
Illustration ofui

pulldown access - -- t-

to individual e

menus., 4'

Site Selection en ectio ents Phase Sele Function Selection
I1960-1969-d Regional P90 Satellite Image

Ni Nv Zemi 1970-197 Events l World MapS1980 Teleseismic P Analyst Station

1990s-t199a 1981 t Rayleigh (vertical) Magnitude Measurement-
1982 -. Rayleigh (radial) Yield Estimation

1983 o Love otariStatisticalry
1984 p dSpreadsheet
198S Corrtex Yield

rc e Events (eI988) Event Summary
February 13 Event Report
April 3
May 4

December 17

statistically assess the results with respect to any existing treaty

thresholds or other yield levels of particular interest (Statistical

Summary, Spreadsheet)

document the results obtained by applying the system to the data
recorded from the selected explosions (Event Summary, Event

Report).



Satellite Having specified a test site and a particular explosion (in this case

Image the JVE event), a typical analysis sequence would begin with the selection

of the Satellite Image option from the FUNCTION menu, which brings to

the screen the SPOT satellite image display of the Shagan River test site

shown in Figure 3. In this initial display of the test site information inter-

face, the locations of previous explosions at this site are shown as color-

coded square overlays, with the current event highlighted by a yellow dia-

mond. In this case, the different colors are used to differentiate those explo-

sions about which the Soviets have published data in the open literature

(blue) from those for which only seismic information is available (red). It is

important to note that this is not merely a static display, but that in fact the

image and the overlays to it are formally tied to an extensive on-line data-

base of supplementary information. Thus, for example, in this figure the

operator has clicked on one of the blue squares (arrow), which has initiated

a process by which available information about that event has been

extracted from the database and displayed on the information line below

the menu buttons, indicating that this explosion was detonated at Shagan

on 10 December 1972 at the specified latitude and longitude and that

Bocharov et al. (1989) have reported the depth as 478 m and tV e yield as

140 kt.

Figure 3. Images Locations Overlays Refresh Function Copy Help Quit

SPOTsatellite Sbaga,. 10 December 1972: 50.0356N 79.0108E depth 470 m, mb = 6.00 Ms UWOw, Yel M- 40o I.

image of the
Shagan River
test site with
superimposed
locations of
the historical
explosions
(squares) and
current event
(diamond).
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Full res For purposes of display, the satellite image shown in Figure 3 has

been compressed to an effective resolution of about 30 m so that the entire

test site can be viewed on a single screen. However, the data corresponding

to the full 10 m resolution of the SPOT image can also be viewed by acti-
vating the appropriate button (Full res) on the right hand margin of this dis-

play and simply pointing with the mouse to any location on the image. For

example, Figure 4 shows the full resolution sub-image corresponding to the

location of the cratering explosion of 15 January 1965 which dammed the

Shagan River, producing the prominent lake in the southeast quadrant of

Figure 3. Another feature provided by this image display module is the

capability to interactively adjust the contrast and brightness using the slider

bars located at the bottom of the right hand menu margin. Figure 5 illus-

trates this feature by way of a comparison of the nominal display (left) with

that resulting from interactively reversing the contrast and decreasing the

brightness (right) by repositioning these sliders with the mouse. It can be

seen that different features are emphasized in these two displays, which

facilitates analyst identification of both geologic and man-made features.

Surface Geology In addition to the event locations, a number of geologic and topo-

and Topography graphic databases have been registered to this SPOT image and are avail-

able for display from the OVERLAYS and IMAGES menus. For example,

Figure 6 shows the overlay of Leith's (1989) color-coded, surface geologic

Figure 4. Images Locations Overlays Refresh Function Copy Help Quit

Full resolution sOT pa-,dic hage of Gga. a E(m s-.d)

SPOT satellite
image of the
region sur-
rounding the
Shagan River
cratering
explosion of 15
January 1965.
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Figure 5. jmagts Locationb Overidys Reireh funcajon Copy Help QWL

Illustration of

interactive
modification
of brightness
and contrast
in SPOT sat-
ellite image -"

display.

Fni6es Locations Overlays Refresh Function Copy Help Quit
SPIM NNIN-Uh b-do. 9.4 P ll (/•umAW •,

Figure 6. Images Loca,,ti,,ons '~r"!a" Re.f'esh.y.- .•!O.Copy Help Quit

SPOTsatellite Overlay selection

image of the = Current event
Sha gan R iv r ,- ••,• % ............................................................................ J

S ha gan River . Sraegogyi- •,,Topography contours
test site with Event magnitude data
superimposed Historical magnitude data >

surface geo- :Subsurface contours
logic map Location differences >

and current Digitized overlays :

event loca-

tion.
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map of the area, where the location of the current event (square) is shown

in the context of the various exposed geologic units and the trace of the

prominent Chinrau fault which intersects this portion of the test site. The

Defense Mapping Agency's topographic database for the area is displayed

in color-coded image form in Figure 7 together with overlays of the corre-

sponding topography contours and current event location selected from the

OVERLAYS menu.

Cross The variation of surface topography, as well as subsurface geology

Section to a depth of about 1 km, along any specified line across the image can be

accessed using the cross-section button (Cross sec) on the right hand mar-

gin of the image display. This feature is illustrated in Figure 8 where the

left hand panel shows the line selected by the analyst by pointing with the

mouse to two arbitrary points on the SPOT image and the right hand panel

shows the resulting vertical section through that line which was automati-

cally produced by the system, together with the locations and approximate

depths of penetration of explosion emplacement holes encountered along

that line.

Figure 7. jImages Locations Overlays Refresh Function Copy Help Quit

Color-coded ..... sra to-grph

representation
of DMA topo-

graphic data 406 i c-,-
for the ,hagan
River test site C_"

with superim- .. **."• 4

posed topo-

graphic : r•.
contours and ...,.,.

current event **-____ .

location. 214 r

. . .. . .160 mr
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Figure 8. ___

Vertical subsurface
section through the
current event shot-

point along the inter- 10
actively selected line
shown on the SPOT
image insert.

4"

-.. uilaiIE__

Depth-to- As with the surface topography, the variation in the depth to any

Granite selected geologic interface can also be exhibited in image form, as illus-
trated for the granite surface in Figure 9 where, once again, the correspond-
ing depth contours and location of the current event have been overlaid for
reference purposes. It is immediately evident from this presentation that,

Figure 9. Images Locations Overlays Refresh Function Copy Help Quit

Color-coded D to to ofS: ' i i<.' L"4"i

representation .
of depth to the
top of the gran-
ite surface
beneath the 525 m

Shagan River
test site with
superimposed 777 m

depth contours
and current .. .... .... ......... 0 2

event location.

01260 mDepth
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unlike the current JVE event, most previous explosions at this test site have

not been detonated in granite in that the granite surface throughout much of

this region lies uniformly below typical explosion emplacement depths.

World Having completed an initial review of the available information
regarding the explosion test environment, the analyst can next proceed to

an examination of the corresponding recorded seismic data. As an initial

step, an overview of the locations of stations for which data from the

selected explosion are available on the system can be obtained by selecting

the World Map option from the FUNCTION menu. The resulting displays

for the JVE teleseismic P and regional Lg phases are shown in Figure 10,

plotted on azimuthal equidistant projections of the globe (A < 1000) cen-

tered on the Shagan River test site. The STATION menu item within this

module provides the user with the capability to select any one of these

recording stations from a list and subsequently cause a straight line to be

drawn on the screen between the source and the receiver shown in the fig-

ure. In this transformation, the straight line corresponds to the great circle

path and thus provides the analyst with a view of the surface projection of

Figure 10.
World Map projections (A < 100°) showing locations of stations for which digital
teleseismic P (left) and Lg (right) data are available for the current event.

~wkl inai• 100 degrees radius aboM Dalapan Wodd Sal 100 deV~es radihi aboi Balapa.

...........

...... ........... ............... .............

..
1NO

z1x"

.! .. . .- .

!!-'i.'.:::•.••:i ........ .....



the propagation path followed by the main energy groups between these

two points.

Analyst The seismic data themselves can be accessed by returning to the

Station main menu (Figure 2) and sequentially selecting a seismic phase from the
PHASE menu and Analyst Station from the FUNCTION menu. Thus, for

and example, specifying the phase Lg in this manner automatically initiates a

Magnitude process by which the L9 recordings from the JVE explosion are extracted

Measure- from the on-line database of digital waveform data and displayed on the
screen in the format shown in Figure 11. In this and subsequent seismo-

ment gram displays, the stations are ordered by increasing epicentral distance

and, for the L9 and surface waves, the data are plotted as a function of

group velocity. It can be seen in this figure that the traces are marked by a
vertical line at a group velocity of 3.5 km/sec, indicating the nominal

expected onset time of the Lg phase. This display permits the analyst to

quickly assess the quality of the data and identify any prominent character-
istics. Thus, for example, it can be seen from Figure 11 that the Lg signals

are relatively weak at the IRIS station KIV (IKIV) and at NORSAR

(NO1AO), consistent with the expected effects of propagation across the

Caspian Sea (KIV) and along the complex, far-regional path to Norway.

Figure 11. F .FigureP1e[jousJli Tools FunctionHe C
A n a ly st sta - •---- ........ ---•---•-" ...... --•,•,-• ................ ...............................- -• - •

Analyst sta-a fomf

tion display

of vertical-

component Lg

signals for
the current

event.
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RMS Lg Having verified that the available Lg data are suitable for further
Startup processing, the analyst can proceed to magnitude estimation by selecting

the Magnitude Measurement option from the FUNCTION menu as illus-
trated in Figure 12. Selecting RMS Lg from this list of five currently avail-
able magnitude measures initiates a series of operations by which the Lg
waveforms recorded from the WVE event are automatically processed using

algorithms described by Ringdal (1983) to obtain single-station and net-

work-averaged measures of the Lg magnitude, MLg. Since this processing

Figure 12. Function Selection
MagnitudeI Events Functi Satellite ImageM a u e e tsate: ~a ga | E,, t sh,,. nj, W orld M ap

Measurement A r Magnitude measurement
menu. Regional P

Yi RMS Lg
St mb
Sp Spectral P

Moment Tensor
Event Summary
Event Report

takes some time to accomplish, it is run in the background, thereby permit-
ting the analyst to move on to other tasks while it is being completed. In the
present example, the analyst has selected Teleseismic P from the PHASE
menu and Analyst Station from the FUNCTION menu, resulting in the
waveform display shown in Figure 13. The P wave seismograms are plot-

ted here as a function of reduced time, extending from 10 seconds before to
15 seconds after the signal onset time which is denoted by the vertical line
segments. Generally, there are more recordings than can be displayed on a
single screen in this format and, in such cases, the analyst can readily page

forward and backward through these multiple screens using the NEXT and
PREVIOUS menu buttons at the top of the analyst station display.

Tools An extensive set of signal processing and analysis capabilities has
been assembled within the analyst station module, as indicated by the
TOOLS menu display in Figure 13. These tools permit the analyst to:

* redefine arrival times (Pick Arrival),

* assign waveform quality (Set Quality),
* measure amplitudes and periods (Expand, mb),

13



* filter the data (Demean/detrend, Filter),

* normalize to a common instrument response (New instrument),

• compare a selected waveform with waveforms recorded at that sta-
tion from previous explosions (Compare, Clone).

Filter Thus, for example, it can be seen from Figure 13 that the P wave

signal recorded at station MAJO in Japan (bottom trace) is obscured by

microseismic noise lying outside the signal passband. Selecting Filter from

the TOOLS menu causes the interactive filter interface to be displayed as

shown in Figure 14, where the analyst has used the mouse to adjust the
slider bars to define low and high frequency cutoffs of 0.5 and 5.0 Hz,

respectively, and to specify a second order roll-off outside that band by set-
ting the corresponding pole numbers to 2. Subsequent selection of any

trace with the mouse causes this filter to be automatically applied and the

result displayed, as shown here for station MAJO.

Compare Application of the Compare function from the TOOLS menu pro-
vides another illustration of the powerful capability for interactive analysis

which is available in the analyst station. For example, by sequentially

Figure 13. _____ _

Analyst sta- 16 w fo Pick a
tion display DemawdtSe" -

of selected Rate

vertical-com- mb
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Figure 14. Next Previous Function l p
Example of _-_

the specifi-
cation and
subsequent

application
of a band-

pass filter to
the data of

Figure 13.

selecting this function and the station KONO waveform from Figure 14, a

search through the database is automatically initiated to identify all other

available P waveforms recorded at that station from previous Shagan River

explosions. Generally, not all of the explosions identified by this search are

of equal importance for comparative purposes and selection of a meaning-

ful subset is facilitated by examining their locations in the context of the

SPOT image test site information interface, as indicated in Figure 15.

Using this interface, the analyst can interactively select specific events with

the mouse, as indicated here by the diamond overlays, on the basis of prox-

imity to the current event or some other criterion, and display the corre-

sponding P waveforms in a time expanded analyst station mode such as

that of Figure 16. Here the current WVE event recording is shown at the top

of the figure and the waveforms from the selected comparison events are

displayed beneath it in the order in which they were selected.

Clone Also illustrated in Figure 16 is the use of the Clone feature from the

TOOLS menu which permits the operator to select any trace on the screen
with the mouse (in this case the JVE recording), create a color-coded (red)

15



Figure 15. Images Locations Overlays Refresh Function Copy Help Quit
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copy and drag it to any other location on the screen to conduct detailed

waveform comparisons. This capability permits the analyst to quickly

assess the consistency of the current observation with past experience and,

in this case, to conclude that the JVE recording at KONO is quite consis-

tent with previous observations at that station from other explosions

located in that area of the test site.

Figure 16. Nex evious;. ToolsFunction itHel-':Copy]i
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of Figure 15.
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Expand Once the initial waveform review has been completed, the analyst

and mb can proceed to magnitude estimation using the Expand and mb functions

from the TOOLS menu. By sequentially selecting Expand and any wave-

form from the analyst station display, a magnified reproduction of that
waveform is produced as shown in Figure 17. Then, by employing the mb

function, the mouse can be used to position a rectangle so as to define the
peak-to-peak amplitude and half period of the selected cycle of motion as

shown in this figure. After this process has been repeated for each usable
trace, the resulting amplitudes are input to the mb estimation module using

the Magnitudo Measurement menu of Figure 12 where they are converted

to ground motion, corrected for epicentral distance and station effects and

logarithmically averaged to obtain a network-averaged mb value and asso-

ciated uncertainty. The resulting individual station mb values for the cur-
rent WVE explosion are displayed in Figure 18, together with the estimated

network-averaged value of 6.012. This display module also provides the

capability for the analyst to interactively eliminate questionable data points

and then to recalculate the network average using the ADD/DELETE and
RECALC menu buttons shown at the top of the figure. This process can be

continued until a final stable mb estimate is obtained, at which time it is
written to the database using the designated SAVE menu button.

Figure 17. Tools unction

Illustration of ,m C 4 c in4pead 0.66p 970 As. it WS

the interactive

determination

of the ampli-
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period values
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RMS L Note from Figure 18 that at this point the system has notified the

analyst that the RMS Lg magnitude estimation has been completed, as indi-
cated by the icon in the upper left hand corner of this display. Selecting this
icon with the mouse produces the display of individual station and net-
work-averaged MLg values shown in Figure 19. It can be seen from this fig-
ure that the estimated network-averaged MLg .,alue of 5.967 is somewhat
lower than the corresponding mb value of 6.012 of Figure 18, and it would
be natural for the analyst to question whether there is any significance to
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this difference. This issue can be addressed by selecting a representative

station (e.g., NORS) from the RESIDUAL menu on this display and return-

ing to the SPOT image test site information interface to overlay the quan-

tity Mb - MLg(NORS) at the current event location as in Figure 20, where

contours of this quantity derived from results of previous explosions have

also been overlaid for reference purposes. It can be seen from this display

that while this magnitude difference is typically negative in the northeast

quadrant of the test site (by as much as 0.15 magnitude units), it is gener-

ally positive in the vicinity of the current JVE event location, with an aver-

age value close to the observed value of 0.043. Thus, this capability

permits the analyst to quickly conclude that the current result is entirely

consistent with previous experience in this area of the test site.

Figure 20. __
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The long-period surface wave data can be accessed in the sameNew
manner as the Lg and P phase data described above, resulting in analyst sta-
tion displays such as that shown in Figure 21 for the vertical component

Rayleigh wave phase. It can be seen from this example that, although these

traces are aligned according to a common group velocity scale, the surface
wave signals are quite variable and difficult to correlate from trace-to-trace.

This is at least partially due to the fact that the response characteristics of

the long-period instruments used to record these data vary significantly

between stations. Thus, for example, the station MAJO trace shown at the

bottom of this figure was recorded through a relatively broadband system,
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event.

with the result that the long-period signals of principal interest are
obscured by higher frequency arrivals. In order to provide a common basis
for comparison, the TOOLS menu includes a function (New instrument)
which permits the analyst to transform the data to that which would have
been observed if the same instrumentation had been employed at each sta-
tion. This feature is graphically illustrated in Figure 22 where the analyst
has selected the nominal SRO long-period response and converted all of
the traces in this display to that response by simply designating them with
the mouse. It is evident from this example that such a capability greatly
facilitates quantitative comparisons and evaluation of data.

Figure 22. NtPrvos T O Toci
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specification rI,,, S,
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application of
the instrument
response nor-
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Spectral P Once the available long-period Rayleigh and Love wave data have
been previewed, the analyst can return to the Magnitude Measurement

menu of Figure 12 and select Moment Tensor, thereby initiating a process
by which the observed long-period data are phase matched filtered and for-
mally inverted to obtain a surface wave measure of seismic magnitude.

While this computationally intensive process is running in the background,

the analyst next selects Spectral P from this same menu and proceeds with

an interactive determination of the network-averaged P wave spectrum cor-
responding to the current event. The spectrum estimated in this process can

be inverted to obtain either an equivalent spectral magnitude or a direct,

model-based yield estimate (Murphy, 1989), and Figure 23 shows the menu

structure for the latter option, where it is indicated that the Mueller/Murphy

granite (M/M Granite) source model has been selected for the current JVE

event. The resulting automatic fit to the attenuation-corrected, observed
spectrum is shown in Figure 24 where it is indicated that a theoretical spec-

trum corresponding to a yield (W) of 119 kt, a pP - P delay time (TO) of

0.82 seconds and a pP/P amplitude ratio (A) of 0.17 provides the best over-

all fit to the data. Alternately, the analyst can elect to interactively change

these automatically determined model parameters using the plus and minus

buttons located in the box in the upper right corner of this display, to
explore solutions corresponding to goodness of fit criteria not incorporated

in the automatic algorithm.

Figure 23. .. . . .

Menu options
for the estima-
tion of network-
averaged P
wave spectra.
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Figure 24.
Comparison of ,-,
normalized Ems
observed and
best-fitting theo-
retical network-
averaged P
wave spectra
for the current
event.

Moment The icon appearing in the upper left corner of Figure 24 indicates
Tensor that the surface wave phase matched filtering processing has now been

completed, and selecting it with the mouse provides access to graphical

displays of these processing results. Following review of these results, the

operator can select the associated MTIS menu option to view a graphical
representation of the resulting moment tensor solution shown in Figure 25
where the model fits to the Rayleigh (left) and Love (right) wave data cor-

responding to a tectonic release F factor of 0.13 are displayed. It is infor-
mative to examine this solution in the context of other available

information regarding the test environment. This can be accomplished by

Figure 25. W iew-- _i -co py 9
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Figure 26. Images Locations Overlays Refresh Function Copy Help Quit
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returning once again to the SPOT image test site information interface and

successively overlaying the current and historical moment tensor solutions,

as well as the map of surface geologic features, as shown in Figure 26. In

this display, the concentric circles represent the moment tensor solutions

where, for the historical events, the ratio of the diameters of the red-to-blue

circles is equal to the inferred tectonic release F factors and the line seg-

ments interior to the circles are parallel to the associated strike of the tec-

tonic component. The solution for the current (JVE) event is differentiated

here by an alternate color scheme in which yellow and light blue circles

replace red and blue, respectively. It can be seen from this display that the

solution for the current event is quite consistent with those previously

determined for nearby historical events. Moreover, it is evident that the
inferred strikes of the tectonic releases triggered by these explosions are

parallel or subparallel to that of the mapped Chinrau fault. Thus, by using

the test site information interface, the analyst is able to quickly verify that

the surface wave moment tensor solution which was obtained for the cur-

rent event is consistent with both the solutions from previous nearby explo-

sions and with the regional tectonic environment in which the test was

conducted.
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Yield Esti- Having determined the various seismic measures of source size

mation (including a regional Pn magnitude not discussed above), the analyst can
proceed to estimate the corresponding explosion yield and the associated

uncertainty in that estimate by selecting the Yield Estimation feature from

the FUNCTION menu of Figure 2. This yield estimation module provides

an estimate of unified yield based on multiple magnitude measures and

associated extremal confidence limits corresponding to different sets of
constraints specified by the analyst. The confidence limits are obtained as

the solution of a nonlinear programming problem in which estimates of

yield for a trahiing set of explosions are minimized and maximized over

the space of admissible parameters (Rodi, 1989; Rodi and Murphy, 1990).
Input to this model consists of multiple network-averaged magnitudes for

the current event and a nominal mr/yield relation based on some combina-

tion of data analysis and expert opinion, which for explosions at the Shagan

River test site is taken to be (Murphy, 1990):

mb = 4.45 + 0.75 logW

The current module can provide estimates corresponding to five
different sets of constraints, parameterized by the uncertainty in the aver-

age value of mb at 100 kt (mb(100)), the uncertainty in the slope (b) of the

mb/yield relation and the upper bound on the absolute value of the correla-
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tion coefficients amongst the yield estimation errors for the individual mag-

nitudes (max P). The menu for the yield estimation module is shown in

Figure 27 together with sample output corresponding to the application of

Models 1 and 3 to the magnitude data for the current JVE event. In these

displays, the resulting unified yield estimates (W) and associated upper

bound uncertainty factors (F) are shown, together with the yield estimates

obtained from the individual magnitude values. Note that the Pn yield value

is shown here as an open circle to denote the fact that it was not used in the

formal computation of W and F due to the fact that an ade.,. tte training set

of previous values does not currently exist for that magnituue measure. It

can be seen that for these two cases, the unified yield estimate is about 121

kt and the uncertainty bounds range from a factor of 1.96 for the case

(Model 1) in which mb(100) is specified as 5.95 ± 0.05, to a factor of 1.66

for the case (Model 3) in which M0b(00) is given as exactly 5.95. In Figure

28, the Model 1 solution from Figure 27 (top) is compared with the result

of re-running Model 1 without the surface wave moment tensor magnitude

(i.e., by using the slider bars at the bottom of the menu box to assign a

weight of zero to W(Mo)). It can be seen that this modification results in a

significant reduction of the F factor from 1.96 to 1.55, reflecting the rela-

tively uncertain yield estimation capability of the surface wave moment as

determined from the analysis of the training set of multiple magnitude data.
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Statistical Given an optimum seismic estimate of unified yield and the associ-

ated uncertainty, the analyst can next proceed to assess whether this esti-
mate is consistent with the 150 kt threshold of the Threshold Test Ban
Treaty (TTBT) by selecting the Statistical Summary option from the

FUNCTION menu. This module provides access to a variety of statistical

compliance assessment tests developed by Mission Research Corporation

(Gray et al., 1990), as indicated by the menu displayed in Figure 29. In this
example, the analyst has requested a summary of the results of three single

Figure 29.
Statistical

assessment H d

menu.

Single Even Test .2.-2 V

event compliance tests, producing the graphical summary Ehown in Figure

30, where the red areas under the distribution curves provide a measure of
the probability of a violation of the 150 kt threshold. The formal statistical

results are summarized in the boxes in the upper left hand corners of these
figures, and it can be seen that the results of each of these three tests indi-

cate that the seismic data are consistent with a yield of less than 150 kt at a
specified false alarm rate of less than 2.5 percenL The resolving power of

such tests can be illustrated by considering the outcome which would have

resulted if these samezeismic data had been observed from a test below the

water table at NTS. In this case, the Shagan mr/yield relation would be

replaced by (Murphy, 1981):

mb = 3.94 + 0.81 logW
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resulting in the revised Test 1 outcome shown in Figure 31. It can be seen
that under this hypothesis, the yield e.stimate would be 362 kt and it would
be concluded that this explosion violated the 150 kt limit of the TTBT.
Thus, this simple example graphically illustrates the importance of the test
site magnitude bias effect which has received such intense study since the
initial negotiation of the MTBT.
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Spread- Having completed the formal analysis, the Spreadsheet option from the
sheet FUNCTION menu can be used to provide a less formal environment for evalu-

ating the seismic yield estimate for the current event in the context of the

results obtained from analyses of previous explosions at that test site, as well as

any available independent yield calibration data, as illustrated in Figure 32. In
this display, the four individual seismic yield estimates and resulting unified
yield for the current event are listed beneath the magnitude/yield coefficients

and weights used in converting the individual magnitude measures to yields.
Beneath the yield estimates for the current event is a scrollable list of corre-
sponding yield estimates for previous explosions at that test site, together with

selected calibration yields, W(calib), taken here for purposes of illustration to
be the three Shagan River high yield values published by Bocharov et al.
(1988). The ratios of the unified seismic-to-calibration yields are listed in the
last column of this display and the corresponding average value of these ratios,
and associated uncertainty (F) inferred from these limited calibration data are
listed in the summary panel at the bottom of the display. For the nominal mag-
nitude/yield relations listed at the top of this display, the average ratio is 1.085
with an associated F factor of 1.35. Figure 33 shows the results of interactively

adjusting each magnitude/yield intercept (using the Change menu option) in

such a manner that the individual average offsets are minimized. It can be seen
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that these modifications eliminate the average bias in the unified seismic

yield estimate (i.e., Avg Bias = 1.01) and reduces the F factor to 1.263.

This example illustrates how the spreadsheet module provides a capability

for the analyst to rapidly explore the effects of alternate hypotheses on the
seismic yield estimation process.

Event Once the processing has been completed for the current event, the

Summary analyst can produce a one-page summary of the analysis results by select-

ing the Event Summary option from the FUNCTION menu. As is indicated
in Figure 34, listed results include the date, origin time and location of the

explosion, the derived unified seismic yield and its associated uncertainty,

the results of the statistical test of compliance of the current event with the
150 kt limit of the TTBT, a tectonic release characterization of the event

based on the surface wave moment tensor analysis and, if available, the

CORRTEX yield estimate for the explosion. In addition, each of the esti-

mated seismic magnitudes is listed together with its associated yield esti-

mate and assigned weight in the determination of the unified yield estimate.
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Figure 34.

Summary of Co Help Q

analysis results Event Summary
for the selected
event. Test Site Shaean

Date 14 September 198
Origin Time : 4:0: 0.00 UT

Location : 49.8788N. 78.822SE

Date of Anelysis : Sep 29. 1992

Unified Seismic Yield : 116.5 KT
CORRTEX Yield Not available

Unified Seismic Uncertainty : F = 1.55 (75.0 kt < W 180.9 kt)

Threshold Assessment Accept the null hjypothesis that
the •lield is less than 15Okt
(2.5% significance level test)

Tectonic Characterization : F = 0.13. Strike = 319 degrees

The conclusions presented above were based on the following measurements:

Individual Magnitudes and Yields
Measurement Yield Magnitude Rel.Meight

mb 120.500 6.011 0.340
M(Lg) 105.900 5.967 0.330
"M(o) 136.500 7.132 0.000
M(PSpec) 123.900 6.026 0.330
M(Pn) 125.600 6.025 0.000

The sample analysis session described above has provided an over-
view of some of the capabilities which are currently available within the
Yield Estimation System. As was evident from the menu structures shown
in the graphical displays, there are, in addition, many other features which
were not exercised here in order to hold the description to a manageable
length. A complete description of all currently available system options is
provided in Appendix C.
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Summary

In this report we have presented an in-depth description of the

research investigations directed toward the development of a comprehen-

sive new seismic yield estimation system for underground nuclear explo-

sions. In its current configuration, the YES system is applicable to

underground nuclear explosions at the Soviet Shagan River and Novaya

Zemlya test sites and encompasses a database of more than 15,000 digital

seismograms recorded at stations of the USAEDS, GDSN, CDSN and IRIS

networks from explosions at these two sites. For both test areas, informa-

tion regarding the explosion source environment is presented to the analyst

in the context of SPOT satellite images of the sites, together with associ-

ated surface and subsurface geologic information and DMA topographic

data. The on-line database for YES also contains a wide variety of tabular

information, including complete event and station location files containing

both classified and unclassified locations, standard travel-time tables for

the seismic arrivals used for yield estimation, propagation path and station

corrections for use in magnitude determinations and a comprehensive
instrument response database. The instrument database encompasses a

compilation of over 750 different response histories collected from the

USGS, AFTAC, IRIS and others which detail the characteristics of the var-

ious recording instruments as a function of station, channel and date.

The capabilities and functionality of the YES system were graphi-

cally illustrated in Section II using displays of the screens encountered by

an analyst in a typical processing session. The selected capabilities dis-

played in this sample session were related to a more complete definition of

the system functionality through references to a series of appendices con-
taining a detailed script of the operator actions required to reproduce the

sample session (Appendix B), a complete description of all currently avail-

able system options (Appendix C), as well as information regarding soft-
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ware and hardware implementation requirements (Appendix A), a top level

schematic diagram -I"e main modules of the system and their interdependen-
cies (Appendix D), and a description of an off-line module which has been

implemented to permit the analyst to add new events and seismic data to the

system (Appendix E). Taken together, Section II and its asso&:iated appendices
provide a concise description of the results of the YES system development

effort.
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SRequirements and Startup
Instructions

Hardware Requirements

The YES system is designed to run on SUN-4 and SUN SPARCSta-

tion computers with a minimum of 32MB of resident memory. It uses the
standard SUN 8-bit color monitor with a resolution of 1152x900 pixels, as
well as the standard SUN 3-button mouse. YES also requires a minimum of

1 gbyte of disk storage to hold the complete system and its required data.
To use the reporting and printing capabilities of the YES system, it is sug-

gested that the computer be set up to print to a postscript printer via the
"lpr" command.

Software Requirements

YES is written in C and FORTRAN and uses the X Window Sys-
tem software, version Xll revision 4. It also uses the Hewlett Packard wid-

get set extension to X and the Motif widget set, release 1.1. It has been
successfully compiled using the standard SUN bundled C compiler and the
SUN 1.3.1 FORTRAN compiler, and is designed to run under the SUN
operating system version SUN-OS 4.1.0 or later. YES also has an interface
to the desktop publishing package FrameMaker, version 3.0 X, which
allows the user to generate, edit and print a report of the analysis.

Startup Instructions

The following instructions assume that the X Window System and
YES have been installed according to S-CUBED specifications. Also refer
to the information on mouse and window techniques in Appendix C before

proceeding.
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To bring up the X environment and run YES you must do the fol-

lowing:

1. Login to UNIX at the console.

2. Add /usr/bin/Xll to your search path, if it is not already there, and

issue the command:

prompt> rehash

(where prompt> denotes the UNIX operating system prompt).

3. Ensure that the files xinitrc and twmrc as provided on the distribu-

tion tape have been copied to .xinitrc and .twmrc in your home

directory.

4. Issue the command:

prompt> startx
and wait until an X terminal window appears on your screen.

5. Move the cursor into the X terminal window and change to the

main directory where YES has been installed.

6. Issue the command:

prompt> source Mit

7. Issue the command:

prompt> yieldsys&

Shutdown Instructions

To shutdown the system:

1. Choose Quit from the YES main menu.

2. Exit X by pointing outside any window. Click and hold the right

button. Move the pointer down to menu item Exit X Windows, stop,
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then move to the right and release on Select if you're sure.

3. Logout of UNIX at the console.

FrameMaker Instructions

FrameMaker version 3.0 X or later must be set up on the Sun work-

station as per the installation manual that comes with the software package.

1. To set up the resources to manipulate the color images, edit the

.Xdefaults file in your home directory to include the following resources:

Maker.dientBitmapSize: 3000000

Maker.colorbmages: True
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I Script For Sample Session

In this section, all of the operator actions required to duplicate the

sample session shown in Section II are specified. Note that when run in a

classified environment, the values of some of the parameters and process-
ing results will be somewhat different from those shown here. A full

description of all system options is provided in Appendix C, including

details regarding menu structures and the mouse actions required to initiate

specific actions. All figures mentioned in this section are found in Chapter

2 of this manual.

Starting The procedures required to initiate and start the program are speci-

the pro- fied in Appendix A. To recap:

gram 1. Change to the YES directory.

2. Type source Init.

3. Type yieldsys&.

Once the program has been started, the first screen display is the

title page. Clicking anywhere within the display brings up the main menu.

A site and an event are normally selected as the first step in the analysis.

Main 1. Choose Balapan (Shagan) from the SITE menu.
Menu 2. Choose Shagan Eve,,'ts->1980-1989->1988->September 14 (JVE)

from the EVENT menu.

This event will be referred to as the current event.

After a site and event have been chosen, one can proceed to analyze

the near-source environment of the current event.
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Satellite 1. Choose Satellite Image from the FUNCTION menu.

Image This brings up the satellite image of the test site. It will

come up with symbols showing the locations of all the events that occurred

at the test site and the current event location highlighted (see Figure 3).

2. Click on the current event diamond.

A description of the event is displayed in the information

bar below the menu. Experiment likewise with other events (i.e. click on

them).

Full res 1. Click on Full res in the side menu and then in the center of the

crater located at the northern end of the lake.

Once the 10 m resolution image of the crater has come up

(see Figure 4), full resolution images of adjacent areas can be viewed by

clicking near the edges of the image.

2. Choose Satellite image from the IMAGES menu.

The original satellite image is now displayed.

3. Click again on the Full res button to turn it off.

Contrast and 1. Adjust the Contrast and Brightness sliders in the side menu.

Brightness This reverses contrast and alters the brightness of the image

(see Figure 5).
2. Click on the Contrast and Brightness buttons to restore the orig-

inal settings.

Bzrgbtness . Use the slider bars to adjust the values

Surface 1. Choose Surface geology from the OVERLAYS menu.

Geology 2. Choose Current event from the OVERLAYS menu.

The display will look like Figure 6.

3. Choose Remove Overlays from the REFRESH menu.
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Topographic 1. Choose Surface topography from the IMAGES menu.

Map 2. Choose Topography contours from the OVERLAYS menu.

3. Choose Current event from the OVERLAYS menu.

The display should now look like Figure 7.

4. Choose Satellite image from the IMAGES menu.

Cross 1. Choose Event locations(SPOT) from the LOCATIONS menu.

Section 2. Click on Cross sec in the side menu.

3. Click below the current event location and again near the
northern extremity of the display (see insert in Figure 8).

The cross section of the site along the line is then displayed

(see Figure 8).

4. Click on the Quit button to return to the satellite image.

5. Click again on Cross sec in the side menu to turn it off.

Granite 1. Choose Depth to granite from the IMAGES menu.

Surface 2. Choose Subsurface contours->Depth to top of granite from the

OVERLAYS menu.
3. Choose Current event from the OVERLAYS menu.

Figure 9 shows what the screen should look like at this

point.

4. Choose Satellite image from the IMAGES menu.
5. Iconify the Satellite Image module.

World
1. Choose World Map from the main FUNCTION menu.Map2. Choose Teleseismic P from the PHASE menu.
3. Choose Teleseismic P.>ANMO from the STATION menu.

This draws the great circle path shown in Figure 10.

4. Click on the REFRESH button.
This removes the stations. Repeat steps 2-4 to draw the

great circle path for phase L. and the NORSAR(NO1AO) station shown in
Figure 10.

5. Click on QUIT to return to the main menu.
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Analyst 1. Choose Lg from the PHASE menu.

Station 2. Choose Analyst Station from the main FUNCTION menu.
This displays the L9 waveforms as shown in Figure 11.

3. Click on the QUIT button and return to the main menu.

RMS Lg 1. Choose Magnitude Measurement->RMS Lg from the FUNC-

Startup TION menu.

This spawns off a process, and when done, the following

icon pops up. While this process runs in the background, continue with the

rest of the analysis.

The RMS Lg icon

Filter 1. Choose Teleseismic P from the PHASE menu.

2. Choose Analyst station from the FUNCTION menu.

This displays the first six teleseismic P waveforms as shown

in Figure 13.

3. Click on the NEXT and PREVIOUS buttons to page through

the waveforms.

4. Choose Filter from the TOOLS menu.

5. Set: Low Frequency = 0.5

Low Pole Number =2

High Pole Number =2

High Frequency = 5.0

Move the slider bars or
click anywhere in the slider
box to change the settings

6. Click on the station MAJO waveform.

This applies the selected bandpass filter (second-order, 0.5
to 5 Hz) to the MAJO waveform as shown in Figure 14. To apply this same

filter to other waveforms, just click on them.

7. Click on the EXIT button once done with the filter.
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Compare 1. Choose Compare from the TOOLS menu.

2. Click on the station KONO waveform.

3. De-iconify the Satellite Image icon.

4. Choose Remove locations from the REFRESH menu to remove
any event locations on the image.

5. Choose Compare events from the LOCATIONS menu.
6. Click on Compare in the side menu.

7. Double-click on five events surrounding the current event.
The display should look like Figure 15.

8. Choose Analyst station from the Satellite Image FUNCTION

menu.
This displays the KONO teleseismic P waves for the

selected events beneath that for the JVE event.

Clone 1. Choose Clone from the TOOLS menu.
2. Click on the JVE trace.

A red copy of the JVE trace appears and the cursor changes

to a pointing hand.

3. Compare the trace with the others.
Reposition the red trace adjacent to any other desired trace

as illustrated in the figure above. Also see Figure 16. When finished with
the comparison, click again anywhere in the display to get rid of the clone.

4. Click on the QUIT button to return to the satellite image.

NMove the hand with the

mouse and the red trace
follows it.

5. Choose Remove locations from the REFRESH menu.
6. Iconify the Satellite Image.

The Analyst Station display should now be on the screen.
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Expand 1. Choose Expand from the TOOLS menu.

and mb 2. Click on station ANTO's waveform.

This brings up the waveform in expanded form as shown in

Figure 17. All the tools are still available for use in this mode.

3. Choose mb, from the TOOLS menu.

4. Measure amplitude and period.

Draw a rectangle over the selected half cycle of motion by

clicking the cursor at the peak, dragging the cursor to the trough while

holding down the mouse button and then releasing the mouse button (see

Figure 17).

5. Click on the EXIT button.
The original full page screen is displayed. Do the measure-

ments for all other waveforms using steps 2-6. Note that the mb tool can

also be used in the full page display. Therefore, the measurements need not

all be done in expanded mode although it is easier on the eye.

6. Choose Interfacefile from the FUNCTION menu.
This saves the amplitude and period measurements along

with other information for use by other modules.

7. Click on the QUIT button to get back to the main menu.

Magnitude 1. Choose Magnitude Measurement->mb from the FUNCTION
Measure-menu.

Measure- m A display similar to that of Figure 18 will result. Not all the

ment station magnitudes shown in Figure 18 will be displayed if not all of them

were measured in step 5 under Expand and mb.

2. Click on the QUIT button.

RMS Lg 1. De-iconify the RMS Lg icon.

The display should now look like Figure 19.

2. Choose NORS from the RESIDUAL menu.

3. Click on the QUIT button.

MLg and mb 1. De-iconify the Satellite Image.

comparison 2. Choose Historical magnitude data->Mb-MLg(NORSAR) from

the OVERLAYS menu.
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3. Choose Event magnitude data.>Mb-MLg from the OVERLAYS

menu.

The display should look like Figure 20.

4. Choose Quit from the QUIT menu.

Instrument 1. Choose Rayleigh(vertical) from the PHASE menu.

Response 2. Choose Analyst Station from the FUNCTION menu.

The display should look like Figure 21.

3. Choose New instrument->sro Ip from the TOOLS menu as

shown in Figure 22.

4. Click on each of the waveforms.

This transforms all the waveforms to the same instrument

response.

5. Click on the QUIT button.

Moment Ten- 1. Choose Magnitude Measurement->Moment tensor from the

sor Startup FUNCTION menu.

This spawns a background process and the following icon

pops up when done. Continue the analysis while this is being processed.

E _.. The Xpmf icon

Spectral P 1. Choose Magnitude Measurement->Spectral P from the main

FUNCTION menu.

2. Click on NBF.

This brings up a display of the P wave signal and noise

spectra for the first station.

3. Click on Continue until all stations have been processed.

4. Click on Avgspec.

The resulting display shows a comparison of the estimated

network-averaged P wave spectrum (yellow line) with that expected on

average for an explosion having the current event mb value (dashed red

lines).
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5. Click on Yieldfit.
6. Click on M/M Granite (see Figure 23).

This initiates a process by which the theoretical solution
corresponding to the Mueller/Murphy granite source model which provides

the best fit to the attenuation-corrected observed spectrum is automatically

determined and displayed. The yield value corresponding to this best-fit

solution is listed at the top of the display together with its associated upper

bound uncertainty.

7. Click on Continue twice.

This skips through the graphs to obtain the final automatic

solution with the final yield(W) and pP(A,T0 ) values shown in the box in
the upper right-hand comer of the display (see Figure 24).
8. Change the yield W from 119 kt to 150 kt and then back down

to 119 kt by using the + and - buttons shown below.

Click on these + and - buttons
to change the yield

9. Click on the QUIT button.

This takes you back to the main menu.

Moment 1. De-iconify the Xpmf icon.

Tensor This brings up a display of the phase-matched filter output

for the first long-period station. Since the data from the lVE event have

already been filtered, continue with the moment tensor inversion analysis.

2. Choose Run MTIS from the MTIS menu.

3. Click on some of the green and red squares.
Individual station information is displayed in the informa-

tion bar. Also see Figure 25.

4 Choose SPOT image from the VIEW menu.

This creates a graphical representation of the moment tensor

solution that is used in the Satellite Image module.
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5. Choose Confirm Quit? from the QUIT menu.

This takes you back to the Xpmf display. Quit from it simi-

laxly.

6. De-iconify the Satellite Image.

Remove any overlays on the image using the REFRESH
i, ý.0 nu.

7. Choose Event magnitude data.>Moment Tensor from the

OVERLAYS menu.

8. Choose Historical magnitude data->Moment Tensor from the
OVERLAYS menu.

9. Choose Surface geology from the OVERLAYS menu.
The display should now look like Figure 26.

10. Choose Quit from the QUIT menu.

Yield Esti- 1. Choose Yield Estimation from the main FUNCTION menu.

mation 2. Double-click on the first line that reads a=4.45 b=0.75.

3. Click on MODEL 1 and then on MODEL 3.
The display should look like Figure 27.

Use these sliders to
set the weights

4. Set the weights to 0.34, 0.33, 0.00 and 0.33, respectively.

5. Click on MODEL I again.
The display should look like Figure 28.

6. Click on the Save button in the lower left display.

7. Click on the QUIT button.

Statistical 1. Choose Statistical Summary from the main FUNCTION menu.

Summary 2. Click on Single Event Test I (AOBO).
After a few seconds an icon comes up.
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3 Click on the Save button at the top of the display.

4. Click on the icon to see the test results.

5. Click on the QUIT button.

Return to the statistical assessment options menu. Use steps
2-4 to run Single Event Test 2 -- JVE and Single Event Test 3 -- Exchange

Events.

6. Click on Single Event Test 1,2,3 Summary.

7. Click on the icon to see the test results.

The displzy should look like Figure 30.

8. Click on the QUIT button.

Return to the statistical assessment options menu.

Use these sliders to set AO and BO

9. Set AO = 3.94 and BO = 0.81.

10. Click on Single Event Test .1 (ACBO).
When the icon comes up, click on it to look at the test

results. The display should look like Figure 31.

11. Click on the QUIT button and return to the statistical assess-

ment menu.

12. Click on the QUIT button and return to the main menu.

Spreadsheet 1. Choose Spreadsheet from the main FUNCTION menu.
The spreadsheet shown in Figure 32 comes up.

2. Select Mb magnitude/yield parameters from the CHANGE

menu.

A window with sliders pops up. Use the sliders to set the
intercept to 4.47.

3. Click on the Apply button.

4. Select MLg magnitude/yield parameters from the CHANGE

menu.

Use the sliders to set the intercept to 4.47 and click on the

Apply button.
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4. Select Mp~ec magnitude/yield parameters from the CHANGE

menu.

Use the sliders to set the intercept to 4.48 and click on the

Apply button. The spreadsheet should now be in the form shown in Figure

33.
5. Select Quit to return to the main menu.

Event 1. Choose Event Summary from the FUNCTION menu.

Summary This brings up the current event summary page shown in

Figure 34.

Quitting 1. Choose Quit from the QUIT menu.

the pro-
gram
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Reference

Introduction

This section provides a description of the available options in the

YES system. It describes the function and usage of every module and its

menus and buttons. Following is a review of basic mouse and window
techniques required by the user to work with YES.

Mouse Techniques

Point To point, position the cursor on something you want to choose.

Click To click, point to something and then briefly press and release the

left mouse button.

Double Click To double-click, point to something and then rapidly press and
release the left mouse button twice.

Drag To drag, point to something, press and hold down the left mouse

button as you move the cursor to another position, and then release the

mouse button.

Highlight To highlight or turn on a button, position the pointer on the button

a button name and click on it.

Choose from To choose an option from a pulldown menu, press and hold down
a pulldown on the menu button name to pull down a menu, drag the highlight to the

menu option you want and then release the mouse button.
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Choose from To choose an option from a submenu, first pull down the menu that

a submenu contains the submenu. While holding down the mouse button, drag diago-

nally to the submenu indicator (arrow) to pull down the submenu. Drag the

highlight to the required option in the submenu before releasing the mouse

button.

Function Sclection
Satellite Image
World Map
Analyst Station
Magnitude Measurement
Yield Estunation
Statistical . Submenu indicator
Spreadbtheet
Corrriex Yield
Evcnt Summary
Event Report

Window Techniques

Move a To move a window, point to the title bar of the window to be

window moved. Click and hold down the middle mouse button. Drag the window to

the desired location and release the mouse button.

Iconify a To iconify a window, point to the small box in the far left of the top

window border and click the left button. The iconified window can be moved by

clicking and holding the middle button inside the icon and dragging.

De-iconify To de-iconify a window, point to the icon and click on the left

a window mouse button.

Title bar of a window

Box used to iconify the window

Printing the Specific to the YES system is a feature that permits the user to cap-

contents of a ture and print the picture which is currently being displayed in a window.

window This feature is provided via the COPY button which is included in each of

the FUNCTION module menus. If this menu item is selected, a screen-

dump of the current window is sent to the printer. If, however, the menu

item is selected following the selection of Event Report from the main

FUNCTION menu, then the image is stored in a temporary file which will

subsequently be accessed by the Event Report module.
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Main Menu

The main menu provides top level access to the system. It consists

of six menu buttons which can be used to initiate (SITE, EVENT, PHASE,

FUNCTION) or terminate (QUIT) action within the system, or to view on-

line information regarding the operating characteristics and parameters of

the system (HELP). Choosing any of these buttons causes a series of pull-

down menus to be activated from which the various system options can be

selected.

A not Eet no Help

B Pte: at set Event: notset Phase: not set

A - the main menu buttons
B - the information bar that indicates the selected site,

event and phase

Site

0ieSion The SITE menu button is used to select the nuclear test site at

which the explosion to be analyzed was detonated. Currently, the choicesNovaya Zenmlva
are limited to the Soviet Shagan River (Balapan) and Novaya Zemlya test

sites. Generally, a sele *on must first be made from this menu before mak-

ing any other selections.

Event

nt The EVENT menu button is used to select the specific explosion to
1Event Sele tio S be processed from among those for which digital seismic data are currently

S1960- 1965

190-97ventsin1880
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available on the system.

Phase

aThe PHASE menu button is used to select from among the six seis-

Phase Selection mic arrivals for which data are currently available on the system. These
Regional P consist of:
L9
Teleseismic P * the initial P and Lg arrivals recorded at regional distance stations
Rayleigh (vertical)
Rayleigh (radial) (Regional P, Lg),
Love L the initial short-period teleseismic P arrivals (Teleseismic P),

• the three orthogonal components of the long-period surface waves

(Rayleigh (vertical), Rayleigh (radial), and Love).

A test site and an explosion must be specified from the SITE and EVENT

menus before a phase is selected.

Function

_Fu _ction_ The FUNCTION menu is used to provide access to the ten principal
FinUon Seecaon computational and analysis modules of YES. The brief overviews of these

Satellite Image
World Map modules which are presented below are followed in subsequent sections by
Analyst Station
Mt4agnitude ••urcmcnt complete descriptions of their functionality. Both the test site and explosion
Yield Estimation
Statistical Summary"
Smaclsbec, of interest should be specified before selecting from this menu.
Corrtex Yield
Event Summary
Event Report Satellite Image

This module provides access to an interactive test site information

interface built upon displays of SPOT satellite images of the Shagan River

and Novaya Zemlya test sites.

World Map

This module provides a capability to display the map locations of

stations which have recorded digital seismic data from the selected event.
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Analyst Station

This module provides the capability to access and display the digital

seismic waveform data available from the explosion under investigation and to
interact with them to extract the parametric data required for determination of

the various magnitude measures. In addition to the test site and event, the seis-

mic arrival of interest must be selected from the PHASE menu before activat-

ing this module.

Magnitude Measurement

This module provides access to the algorithms which can be used to

semi-automatically compute network-averaged magnitudes from the wave-
forms and parameters corresponding to the individual seismic arrivals previ-

ously reviewed by the operator in the Analyst Station module. At the present
time, five separate magnitude measures based on teleseismic P waves (mb,

Spectral P), long-period Rayleigh and Love waves (Moment Tensor), and
regional P and Lg waves (Regional P, RMS Lg) can be estimated using this

module.

Yield Estimation

This module provides access to a statistical module which permits the

operator to obtain unified yield estimates corresponding to the multiple, net-
work-averaged magnitudes determined using the Magnitude Measurement

module, as well as quantitative measures of the uncertainty in those estimates.

Statistical Summary

This module provides access to a variety of statistical tests which can

be used to quantitatively assess seismic compliance with the 150 kt threshold
level of the TTBT.

Spreadsheet

This module provides the analyst with the capability to evaluate the

seismic yield estimate for the current event in a standard spreadsheet analysis
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environment, in the context of the results obtained from analyses of previ-
ous explosions at that test site, as well as any available independent yield

calibration data (e.g., CORRTEX).

CORRTEX Yield

This module provides access to an interface which permits the ana-

lyst to enter a CORRTEX yield estimate for the current event, if such an
estimate is available.

Event Summary

This menu item provides access to a one page summary of the
results obtained by applying the YES to the digital seismic data recorded
from the selected explosion.

Event Report

This module provides access to a semi-automatic report generation
module which permits the user to document the results of a completed

event analysis in a color report of standard format.

Help

Hel In this and all subsequent modules to be described, the HELP menu

is used to access on-line information regarding the mode of activation and
functionality of the various menu options in the current display.

Quit

[• - In this and all subsequent modules to be described, the QUIT menu
is used to terminate the operation of the process which is currently running.
Choosing this button activates a pop-up which must also be chosen to ver-
ify the request to terminate the program.
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Satellite Image

As was indicated in the summary overview presented in the preced-

ing section, selection of the Satellite Image option from the main FUNC-

TION menu provides access to an interactive test site information interface

built upon displays of SPOT satellite images of the Soviet Shagan River

and Novaya Zemlya test sites. For the purposes of this application, the

image for the Shagan River test site has been compressed to an effective

resolution of about 30 m so that the entire test site can be viewed on a sin-

gle screen. Full 10 m resolution images of operator designated subareas can

be accessed using the Full res menu option described below. The primary

image for the Novaya Zemlya test site is a 20m resolution SPOT image of

the region, which is the highest resolution unclassified image which is cur-

rently available. Thus, when running in an unclassified environment, the

Full Res option is not available in conjunction with the Novaya Zemlya

satellite image display. However, when running in a classified environ-

ment, selection of Full Res option for this test site provides access to a high

A Images Locations Overlays Refresh Function Copy Help Quit

B S m 10 Decmiar 7I.O 1 dth -478.0 b d= &04 Ms W imVM Md1400 It

A - satellite image menu buttons

B - information bar

C - side menu

D - current event
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resolution, classified NPIC image of the area of interest. In either case,

selection of Satellite Image from the main FUNCTION menu results in a

display of the SPOT image of the designated test site, with the best avail-
able locations of previous explosions at that site shown as color-coded

square overlays and with the current event highlighted by a yellow dia-

mond.

The different colors are used to differentiate those explosions about

which the Soviets have published data in the open literature (blue) from

those for which only seismic information is available (red). As can be seen

from the display, selections within this module can be made from menu

buttons distributed both across the top and down the right side of the dis-
play, to initiate various interactions with the image and associated data.

These will now be described in order, proceeding from left to right and

then top to bottom.

Images

Image selection
Satellite image This menu button is used to access the compressed 30 m resolution
Surface topography
Thickness of alluvium SPOT image of the selected test site (Satellite image) or color-coded repre-
Depth to mesozoic sentations of other data which have been registered to the SPOT image. For
Depth to paleozoic
Depth to granite the Shagan River test site these include the DMA topographic data (Sur-

face topography), thickness of the surface alluvium (Thickness of alluvium)

and the depths beneath the surface to the various subsurface geologic units

which have been mapped (Depth to mesozoic, Depth to paleozoic and

Depth to granite). For the Novaya Zemlya test site, where the subsurface

geology is less well known, only the Surface topography (DMA) image is

currently available. Where appropriate, color scales are displayed with the

images, listing numerical values of the displayed variable in meters.

Locations

Location selection
iEvent locations (SPOT) The LOCATIONS menu is used to overlay different explosion loca-
IEvent locatons (ISC)I
Compare events tion estimates on the test site image currently being displayed. The choice

of Event locations(SPOT) or Event locations(ISC) from this menu results

in the overlay of the corresponding location estimates for all previous
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explosions at that test site. The choice of Compare events results in the

overlay of the best available locations for just those events for which data

are available for a particular seismic phase and station selected using the

Compare function from the Analyst Station module.

The location symbols can be used to obtain information about the
event or to designate the event for further processing. For example, click-

ing on any location symbol, causes available summary information about
the event to be displayed on the information bar.

Overlays
____ rlay .selection
Current event
urface geology The OVERLAYS menu is used to access and view a variety of data
Topography contours
Event magnitude data .. which have been registered to the SPOT satellite images of the two test
Historical nmagratudc dataý,Sutbsrfca magniu-de sites. These data can be graphically superimposed on any of the available

Location differences
igitized overlays images and automatically adjust to the scale of the selected image.

Current event

This option overlays the current event location on the displayed

image.

Surface geology

This option overlays a graphical representation of the mapped sur-

face geologic features for the selected test site on the displayed image (see
Figure 6 of Chapter 2).

Topography contours

The Topography contours overlay selection can be used to superim-
pose a contour representation of the DMA topographic data for the selected
test site on either the compressed or full resolution SPOT images or on the

color-coded surface topography representation from the IMAGES menu.
The contours are labeled with the corresponding values of elevation above

sea level in meters (see Figure 7 of Chapter 2).
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Event magnitude data
yent magnmtude data

Mb residual Selection of the Event magnitude data option generates a pull
oment- gtensor down menu listing the various magnitude related overlays available for the

IMb- Mo Icurrent event. Magnitudes must have already been estimated for this event
before these overlays are accessed. If the required magnitudes are not
available for a given selection, a message will appear on the screen stating
"overlay file not available." The Mb residual option produces an overlay to

the displayed image listing the difference between the current event net-
work-averaged mb value and the mb value obtained for that event at an

individual station specified in the Magnitude Measurement module, plotted

at the current event location. Similarly, selection of the Mb - MLg or Mb -
Mo option produces overlays listing the difference between the current

event network-averaged mb value and a corresponding single station MLg
value (see Figure 20 of Chapter 2) designated in the Magnitude Measure-

ment module, or network-averaged surface wave isotropic moment esti-
mate (M.), respectively. Selection of the Moment tensor option from this
menu produces an overlay of a graphical representation of the surface wave
moment tenor inversion solution at the current event location (see Figure

26 of Chapter 2). This display consists of two concentric circles enclosing a
straight line segment, where the ratio of the diameters of the circles is pro-

portional to the ratio of the isotropic (light blue) and tectonic (yellow)
moments and the yellow line segment is oriented parallel to the inferred

strike of the tectonic release component.

Historical magnitude data
'...••.c...m • .da.ta.

Mb residuals -I Selection of Historical magnitude data from the OVERLAYS
Mb- Mg tNORSAR)
Moment tensor menu activates a pull down menu which provides access to overlay repre-
Mb- M |sentations of previous experience with the various magnitude related

parame' .rs corresponding to the current Event magnitude data selections
which were just described. In this case, selection of Mb residuals activates

a secondary pull down menu listing the various USAEDS stations for
which the previously observed differences between network-averaged and

single station mb values have been contoured as a function of event loca-

tion within the test site (currently only available for the Shagan River test
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site). Similarly, selection of Mb - MLg (NORSAR) produces an image over-

lay of the differences between the network-averaged mb values and corre-

sponding NORSAR Lg values in either contour (Shagan River) or discrete

event (Novaya Zemlya) form. The Moment tensor option produces an over-

lay of graphical representations of all previous surface wave moment Len-

sor solutions for explosions at the selected test site, where the isotropic and

tectonic components are represented by dark blue and red circles, respec-

tively, to differentiate them from the corresponding current event solution

(see Figure 26 of Chapter 2). Selection of Mb - Mo produces an overlay of

the differences between the network-averaged mb and Mo values for all

previous events for which both these magnitude measures are available.

Subsurface contours

Subsurface contours
Thickness of alluvium The Subsurface contours option in the OVERLAYS menu provides
Depth to top of mesozoic
Depth to top of paleozoic the capability to overlay contours of the various subsurface geologic layer

thicknesses and depths on a displayed image, generally the corresponding

image from the IMAGES menu. The contours are labelled with the corre-

sponding numerical values of the displayed variable in meters.

Location differences

Location differences
Preferred to SPOT The Location differences option provides access to a set of misloca-reerdto ISC
Preferred to Bocharov tion vector overlays consisting of directed line segments pointing from the

preferred to an operator-specified set (e.g., SPOT, ISC) of explosion loca-

tion estimates. The preferred locations are those which are thought to be

most accurate from among those available, which in the classified environ-

ment are generally the NPIC photo locations.

DigitizeJ overlays

Digitized overlay s
ourrent-overlay The Digitized overlays option provides access to an extensible list

Sa bsionj of overlay files which have been generated by the operator using the Digi-

tize feature to be described below. If a feature has been digitized from the

SPOT image in the current session, it can be overlaid on the displayed
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image by selecting Current overlay from this menu. The results of any dig-
itizations which have been saved to a permanent file by the operator in pre-

vious sessions (e.g., Shagan subdivisions) can also be accessed from this
menu and overlaid on any of the available images.

Refresh
eresh parts of picture
emove overlays This menu option is used to remove any overlays (Remove over-

IRemove locations |

clear message area lays) or location symbols (Remove locations) which are currently superim-
posed on the displayed image.

Function
Invoke a function

yst station This menu button is used to initiate processes and create permanent
5aoverlyvfiles

vave revised image overlay files.

Analyst station

Selection of Analyst station initiates a process by which seismic
waveforms recorded at a specified station from events selected using the

side menu Compare function described below are retrieved from the data-
base and displayed on the screen in the standard Analyst station format (cf.
Analyst Station description).

Save Overlay

Selection of Save overlay initiates a process by which a digitized
overlay can be saved to a permanent file to appear on the Digitized overlays
menu on all subsequent restarts of the system. This feature is used in con-
junction with the Digitize button in the side menu. It is implemented

through a pop-up menu shown below which allows the operator to click
once in the text window, type in a name for the file to be saved (e.g.,
Shagan subdivisions) and then save it to a permanent file by clicking on the

OK button. If at any time during the process the operator decides against
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Enter filename for saving digitization

A

["•-OK ......iCancelJ eip ...

A - text window used to type in a name.

saving the file, the sequence can be terminated by clicking on the Cancel

button.

Save Revised image

Selection of Save revised image initiates a process by which the dis-
played image is saved with the modified values of contrast and brightness
which have been obtained using the side menu Contrast and Brightness

slider adjustments described below. All subsequent displays of this image
will employ these revised contrast and brightness values.

Side Menu

-V Lat/lon The side menu items on the satellite image display provide addi-
tional options which permit the operator to interact with the display in a

vDigitize variety of different ways. A notable feature of these buttons is that they ini-
tiate processes which remain active while that button is turned on. Conse-

x Full res quently, they must be turned off when the associated processing has been
completed.

SCompare
Lat/Ion

-v Cross sec
When this button is highlighted, clicking on any point on the image

•v Rotatable causes the latitude and longitude of that point to be displayed in the infor-
Cross we

mation bar.
.v Magnify
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Digitize

When the Digitize button is highlighted, clicking on any point or a

series of points on the image causes the latitude and longitude of the

point(s) to be added to a temporary file. When digitization of the selected

feature has been completed, the file is closed by clicking on the Digitize

button again. Any subsequent selection of Current overlay ftom the Digi-

tized overlays in the OVERLAYS menu will cause straight line segments to

be drawn between these points in the order in which they were selected and

overlaid n the image. If desired, this information can also be saved to a

permanent named file using the Save overlay option from the Satellite

Image FUNCTION menu.

Full res

When the Full res button is highlighted, in conjunction with the pri-

mary SPOT satellite image displays, clicking on a point on the image

causes the full 10 m resolution SPOT image data (Shagan River) or high

resolution NPIC image data (Novaya Zemlya, classified version only) to be

displayed for the area surrounding that point. Once a full resolution image

has been displayed, full resolution images of adjacent regions can be

accessed by pointing the cursor near the closest border of the display and

clicking on the mouse button. To access the full resolution image for a new

area not adjacent to the current display, select Satellite image from the

IMAGES menu and select the new location. Upon completion of the

review of the full resolution data, turn off the Fudl res button and proceed.

Compare

When this button is on, events can be selected with the mouse from

among those displayed on the image using the Compare events option from

the LOCATIONS menu. Clicking on any location symbol causes the event

location to be highlighted by a diamond and available summary informa-

tion about the event to be extracted from the database and displayed on the

information bar. If, on the basis of this information, the operator decides to

select this event, a second click of the mouse button will cause that event
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identification label to be added to a temporary file and the highlight dia-

mond will turn white. Additional events can be selected in the same fashion

and, upon completion, the file is closed by turning off the Compare button.

Subsequent selection of Analyst station from the FUNCTION menu causes

the designated station waveforms corresponding to the selected events in

this file to be retrieved from the database and displayed on the screen, with

the current event recording at the top and the selected event waveforms

below it in the order in which they were selected.

Cross sec

When this button is on, a vertical subsurface geologic section along

a line between any two points on the image can be created and displayed by

sequentially selecting the points with the mouse. The Quit button on the

cross section display is used to refresh the underlying image display, from

which another cross section can be initiated, or, upon completion, the pro-

cess can be terminated by turning off the Cross sec button.

Rotatable Cross sec

When this button is on, a vertical subsurface geologic sections

through a specified point can be created and displayed by sequentially

selecting any two points with the mouse. The displayed section is centered

on the first point chosen and extends in both directions along the azimuth

determined by the two points for a distance equal to the distance between

the two points. The Quit button on the resulting cross section display is

used to return to and refresh the underlying image display. Additional cross

sections through this same point can then be obtained by interactively mod-

ifying the azimuth of the line using the "Xsec Rotation" slider to specify

azimuths in the range 00 to 1800 (clockwise rotation) or 00 to -1800 (coun-

terclockwise rotation). Upon completion, the process can be terminated by

turning off the Rotatable cross sec button.

i- Slider to adjust the azimuth

Xsee Rotation
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Magnify

When the Magnify button is highlighted, clicking on a point on the

displayed image initiates a process by which the area surrounding that

point can be magnified by the current value of the associated Magnification

slider. Integral magnification values ranging from 1 to 8 can be selected in
this manner. Once a point has been selected, two square boxes will appear

on the screen. The first is an empty box of fixed size which surrounds the

selected point and outlines the area to be magnified. The second is a cross-

hatched or wireframe box appearing at the current mouse location, which

outlines the display area for the magnified image. The wireframe can be

moved to any convenient place on the screen by simply repositioning the

mouse. Clicking on the mouse button then causes the magnified image to

be displayed in this window. Selection of the Quit button on this display

terminates the wireframe window. Different magnified versions of the

same scene can be obtained by repositioning the Magnification slider, rese-

lecting the point at the center of the area box and repeating the above pro-

cess. Magnified views of different areas can be obtained by clicking on a

new point and repeating the above process. Upon completion, the area box

or boxes should be deleted by selecting Remove overlays from the Refresh

menu and then the process can be terminated by turning off the Magnify

button.

1
S"Slider to adjust the magnification

Magnification

Contrast and Brightness

The slider bars at the bottom of the side menu can be used to inter-

actively adjust the contrast (C) and brightness (B) of the displayed SPOT

image. Clicking on the C or B buttons returns the display to the default set-

ting for that parameter.

Contrast

Sliders to adjust Contrast and Brightness
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World Map

This module provides a capability to display the map locations of

stations which have recorded digital seismic data for the selected evenL

The maps are plotted as azimuthal equidistant projections of the globe (A <

100l) centered on the selected test site.

A se S tato efres Hel Co Qui
B W naap, 100 dOegms radHm about apm

C_

xi:i

•..: . .... -......

A - world map menu buttons

B - information bar

C - current test site

Phase
Phases

Regional P This menu button is used to select the seismic phase for which the
9i

Teleseisinic P database will be searched for stations which recorded data from the cur-
Rayleigh (veitical) rent event. The locations of these stations are then automatically plotted
Rayleigh (radial)
LOW on the map display together with the standard three or four letter station

abbreviations.
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Station

NA**W Pa This menu button is used to select a station from among those
W~MAI

Te..innic P L R which have recorded data for the designated phase and event. Selection of a
R~liO NIUalIGAR

J p• ,ra v j station causes a straight line to be drawn on the map between the test site
OLAO and the station which, in this projection, corresponds to the great circle

path between these two points.

Refresh

This menu button is used to remove the station location overlays
from the map display prior to selection of another phase.
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Analyst Station

Selection of Analyst Station from the main FUNCTION menu fol-

lowing the selection of an event and seismic phase produces a display of

the corresponding digital seismic waveform data in a format which permits

the operator to interact with them to extract the parametric data required for

determination of the various magnitude measures for the current event. The

default setting provides for the waveforms to be displayed in order of

increasing station epicentral distance, with six waveforms per screen or

"page." The mode of display varies with the selected phase, with teleseis-

mic and regional P segments denoted (P and Pn) displayed as a function of

time (from 10 seconds before to 15 seconds after signal onset), while the Lg

and surface wave segments are displayed as a function of group velocity

(10 to 2.5 km/sec for Lg; 5 to 2.5 km/sec for the Rayleigh and Love

phases).

A ...... o Function . Copy I! QuitB 16 wav ,f*•-fao.

D

A - analyst station menu buttons C - waveform information

B - the information bar D - arrival pick

As is illustrated in the display, each waveform segment is annotated

to indicate the event, station, phase, epicentral distance, approximate single

station Mb value and a waveform quality assignment which can be interac-

tively set using the TOOLS menu function Set quality to be described
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below. The vertical line segments on these displays marks the estimated

signal onset time which also can be changed interactively using the

TOOLS menu function Pick arrival to be described below.

Next

This menu button is used to page forward through the waveform

displays, six waveforms at a time, in order of increasing station epicentral

distance.

Previous

This menu button is used to page backwards from the current dis-

play through the available waveforms from stations at smaller epicentral

distances.

Tools
Tool selection

Pick arrival This menu button is used to access the various signal processing
Set quality
D•.ean/detremi and parameter extraction functions which have been provided to facilitate
Filter
New instrumeem the evaluation of the displayed seismic data and the determination of the
Expand various seismic magnitude measures. Once a selection has been made from
mb
Compare this menu, the corresponding function remains active until another choice
Cone is made or until a new analyst station is initiated.

Pick arrival

This tool permits the operator to change the estimate of signal onset

time by pointing at the location of the new estimate on that trace and click-

ing once. Prior to analyst review, the default onset times are the predicted

Herrin 68 travel times for P and Pn and a group velocity of about 3.5 km/

sec for the Lg and surface wave phases. Upon completion of this review,

the revised signal onset estimates can be saved to the database using the

Save feature from the FUNCTION menu described below. Subsequent ana-

lyst station displays of these data will then show the revised arrival esti-

mates.
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Set quality

Data qualty Selection of this tool activates a pull down menu listing a variety of
Excellent
Good quality categories which can be assigned to the displayed data. If no prior
Visible analyst assignment has been saved to the database, the trace will be dis-

Broken played initially with a Not Checked label. Assignment of a revised quality
huterferI can be accomplished by selecting a category from this menu and then

clicking on any trace to which that category applies. Category assessments

are subject to operator judgment, but generally Excellent is associated with

apparent signal-to-noise ratios of greater than about five, Good with signal-

to-noise ratios in the range from about two to five and Visible to identified

signals with signal-to-noise ratios of less than about two. The last four cat-

egories (Invisible, Broken, Interfering, Clipped) are generally used to des-

ignate data which will not be processed to obtain magnitude estimates.

Invisible signifies that the displayed data contains no evident signal, while

Broken indicates an instrument malfunction and Interfering denotes con-

tamination of the displayed data by arrivals from a different event. The cat-

egory Clipped is assigned only if that portion of the displayed data

containing the phase arrivals to be used in the corresponding magnitude

determination shows evidence of clipping. New quality assignments can be

saved to the database at any time by using the Save feature from the

FUNCTION menu described below.

Demean/detrend

This tool permits the operator to remove any DC bias or linear trend

from traces which are subsequently selected with the mouse. The resulting

displayed time series have mean amplitudes of zero.

Filter

This tool permits the operator to bandpass filter (Butterworth) any

subsequently designated trace between interactively set low frequency and

high frequency limits. These frequency bounds are set with slider bars

accessed from a pop-up window (see Figure 14 of Chapter 2), as are the

slopes (i.e., pole numbers) of the response roll-off outside the specified
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band. When the bandpass filter processing has been completed, the interac-

tive slider window can be cancelled by selecting the Exit button.

New instrument

This tool permits the operator to analytically transform any subse-
New Instrument quently designated trace into the trace which would have been observed at
wwssn sp
wwssn ip that station if the data had been recorded on any one of three standard
sro sp instruments (i.e., WWSSN, SRO, USAEDS) whose response characteris-

e-o 1p tics are documented in the EFCRES instrument response file at the ARPAaeds sp
d Ip Center for Seismic Studies.

Expand

This tool permits the operator to produce a full page display of any

subsequently designated trace. For P and Pn, both the amplitude and time

scales are expanded, with the displayed time segment extending from four

seconds before to six seconds after the estimated signal onset time. For the

L9 and surface wave displays, only the amplitude scale is expanded. This

feature is most commonly used in conjunction with the mb tool to facilitate

the determination of peak-to-peak amplitude and period of the pulse used

to define the single station P wave magnitude value. However, any of the

other TOOLS menu functions can be accessed from the expanded display

and applied to the data. When processing of the expanded data has been

completed, the display can be terminated by selecting the Exit button.

mb

This tool allows the operator to use the mouse to draw a rectangle

on a selected trace so as to define the peak-to-peak amplitude and half

period of the selected cycle of initial P or Pn motion to be used in the esti-
mation of the corresponding single station magnitude measure. This is

accomplished by clicking the cursor at the peak, holding down the mouse

and dragging the cursor to the trough of the selected cycle. Upon release of

the button the approximate peak-to-peak ground motion amplitude and

associated period of the pulse is automatically computed and displayed on
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the information line of the analyst station display. After this process has

been repeated for each usable trace, the amplitudes and periods can be

saved to a file for subsequent input to the corresponding magnitude estima-
tion module using the Interface file feature from the FUNCTION menu

described below.

Compare

This tool allows the operator to select a trace and initiate a process
in which the on-line seismic database is searched for all other events at the

selected test site for whici data for the displayed phase were recorded at
the designated station. A file identifying the events meeting these criteria is

then automatically created and used to update the file used by Compare

events in the LOCATIONS menu of the Satellite Image module. The map

locations of these events can then be overlaid on the SPOT satellite image

of the test site and the designated station data corresponding to selected

events can be displayed and compared to the data recorded at that station
from the current event using the Compare and Analyst station functions
from the Satellite Image menus.

Clone

This tool allows the operator to select any displayed trace and cre-
ate a color-coded (red) copy of that trace which can be dragged with the

mouse to any position on the screen to permit detailed comparison with
other displayed waveforms (see Figure 16 of Chapter 2). This process is
applicable to any P or Pn display or to any analyst station display of com-

pare event data recorded at a fixed station. However, it should be noted that
L9 or surface wave recordings from stations at different distances cannot be

directly compared in this fashion because they are displayed as a function

of group velocity rather than time.
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Function
Function selection

Ihaerace file This menu button is used to save processing results to temporary
Save (Interface file) or permanent (Save) files, or to undo (Restore) the results of

any signal processing which has been applied to the displayed waveforms.

Interface file

The Interface file option enables the operator to save any interac-

tively determined parametric data to temporary files which will subse-

quently be used as input to the appropriate magnitude determination

modules. More specifically, once the amplitudes and periods for a particu-

lar P phase (P or Pn) have been determined for each usable recording using

the mb function from the TOOLS menu, the results can be saved for further
processing by invoking the Interface file function.

Save

The Save option enables the operator to save any revised determi-

nations of data quality (Set quality) and signal onset times (Pick arrival) to

the permanent database. Once this function has been invoked, any subse-
quent displays of these same data in the analyst station format will incorpo-

rate the revised estimates of these parameters.

Restore

The Restore option allows the operator to remove the effects of any
filtering or instrument transformations conducted during the current ses-

sion to return the displayed waveforms to their initial form. However, any
revisions to data quality and signal onset estimates made during the current

session are retained during this process and, consequently, the Restore

option can also be used to realign the displayed traces to coincide with any

revised signal onset time markers.
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M Measurement

Magnitude Measurement
Magnitude measuremeni

Regional] P This module provides the capability to estimate network-averaged
RMS Lg
mb seismic magnitude measures from the waveform and parameter data corre-
Spectral P
Moment Tensor sponding to the individual seismic arrivals previously reviewed by the

operator using the analyst station module. At the present time, five separate

magnitudes based on regional P and Lg waves (Regional P, RMS Lg),

teleseismic P waves (rob, Spectral P) and long-period Rayleigh and Love

waves (Moment Tensor) can be estimated using this module.

Regional P

Regional P Magnitude
6.30- M(Pn) = 6.025 - A

a=.120

6.20 B

6.10-

6.00 '-
SC

5.90
5.80!

A - netoork-averaged magnitude

B - standard deviation

C - mean magnitude estimate

Used to estimate single station and network-averaged regional P
phase magnitudes ( M(Pn)) from the amplitudes and periods which were

saved in the corresponding interface file during the analyst station review

of the regional P phase data. The resulting display lists the network-aver-

aged magnitude value ( M(Pn)) and the associated standard deviation of

the data (a) and shows the corresponding single station magnitude esti-

mates (filled circles) with respect to the mean and plus and minus 1o lev-
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els (horizontal lines). At the same time, the ( II(P,)) value is automatically

written to a temporary file and is designated as the regional P wave magni-

tude for the current event. The menu options on this display can be used to

interact with and revise this fully automatic solution.

Add/Delete

Selection of the Add/Delete option activates a pulldown menu list-

ing the individual stations contributing to the network-averaged magnitude

estimate. If the operator wishes to eliminate a station from the average

(e.g., because of large deviation from the mean value), highlighting that

station name in the menu causes that station to be eliminated from future

estimates of the networl averaged value. This process can be repeated to

delete any number of additional stations.

Recalc

Once a desired subset of stations has been defined through this pro-

cess, the Recalc menu option can be selected to automatically generate a

revised magnitude estimate and corresponding display. At any point in this

review, an eliminated station can be added back into the averaging process

by re-selecting it from the Add/Delete station list, at which point the high-

light on that station name will be eliminated.

Save

If a preferred value of M(Pn) is identified during this review pro-

cess it can be saved to the current event magnitude file using the Save menu

option, at which point it replaces the complete network value which was

automatically written to this file after the initial calculation.

Residual

Selection of the Residual option activates another pull down menu

with the same list of stations, any one of which can be selected. This ini-

tiates a process by which the difference between the current event network-
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averaged mb value ( rfib) and the designated station M(Pn) value is com-

puted and added to the Event magnitude data overlay menu in the Satellite
Image module, where it can be superimposed on the image at the current

event location and compared with values of this difference obtained for

previous events at that test site (if available). Note that an r4 value must

have already been estimated for the current event before this option can be

exercised.

RMS Lg

This module is used to estimate single station and network-aver-

aged regional Lg phase magnitudes (M(Lg)) from the vertical component

Lg signals recorded at stations for which the data were found to be usable

in the analyst station review process. In computing this magnitude mea-

sure, the data are firs." bandpass filtered in a band which typically extends

from about 0.6 to 3.0 Hz and then the peak of the RMS amplitude level of

the filtered signal is computed over a group velocity interval extending

from about 3.6 to 3.0 km/sec. For array stations such as NORSAR, the

M(Lg) value is determined as a logarithmic average of the peak RMS

amplitude values at the various array sites. Since this is a computationally

intensive process, it is generally run in the background while the operator

conducts other tasks. When the process has been completed, an RMS Lg
icon will appear on the screen, where it can be activated by the operator at

Pik his discretion. The resulting magnitude display and associated functionality

RMS Lg icon are identical to those described above for the Regional P phase module
with M(Lg) replacing M(Pn). As with the Regional P phase module, an

mb value must have already been estimated for the current event before
the RMS Lg Residual menu option is exercised.

mb

This module is used to estimate single station and network-aver-

aged teleseismic P wave magnitudes from the amplitudes and periods
which were saved in the corresponding interface file during the analyst sta-

tion review of the teleseismic P piase data. The resulting magnitude dis-
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play and associated functionality are identical to those described above for

the Regional P phase module with mb replacing M(Pn). Thus, in the appli-
cation to mb, selection of a station from the Residual menu initiates a pro-

cess by which the difference between the current event network-averaged

mb value, rnb, and the designated station mb value is computed and added

to the Event magnitude data overlay menu in the Satellite Image module.

At the present time, this value can be compared to previous experience
only for USAEDS station recordings of Shagan River explosions for which

these single station mb residuals have been contoured as a function of event

location within the test site.

Spectral P

This module is used to estimate network-averaged teleseismic P
wave spectra and associated spectral P magnitudes (M(Pspec)) and yield

estimates through processing of teleseismic P phase data recorded at sta-

tions for which frequency dependent station correction factors have previ-
ously been estimated through off-line analysis. Once Spectral P has been

selected from the Magnitude Measurement menu, a separate process is ini-

A

A - Spectral P menu buttons

B - Stations window
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tiated with its own display and asociated menu. In this initial display, the

usable stations for which teleseismic P phase data are available are listed in
the Stations window in the lower left hand comer of the display, together
with Add and Delete buttons which can be used by the operator to add or

delete stations from the processing stream at any stage. The processing is
accomplished by accessing the menu options in the following sequence.

NBF

so. A

B

.C

A - P wave signal

B - signal spectrum

C - noise spectrum

This module permits the operator to estimate and display single sta-
tion P wave signal and noise spectra through narrowband filtering of the
waveform data over the band from 0.50 to 2.25 Hz. If upon review of these

spectra the operator concludes that the data from a particular station are
unusable, that station can be deleted from further processing by sequen-

tially selecting the Delete and station buttons from the Stations window.
Once the review of the spectra for a given station is completed, selection of
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Continue from the menu automatically refreshes the screen and brings up

the spectral display corresponding to the next station. When Continue is

selected following the last station, the NBF function is automatically termi-

nated, signaling the end of the single station processing.

Avgspec

Selection of this menu option initiates a process by which fre-

quency dependent station correction factors are applied to the single station

spectra and the resulting spectra are logarithmically averaged to obtain the

initial estimate of the network-averaged P wave spectrum for the current

event. The result is displayed (solid line) together with the network-aver-

aged spectrum expected, on average, for an explosion of that mb value on

the bawis of past experience at that test site (dotted line).

Compare

This module permits the operator to further evaluate the consis-

tency of the spectral data through comparisons of the derived network-
averaged spectrum (dotted line) with the individual station-corrected spec-
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F A

IL B

A - derived network-averaged spectrum

B - individual station-corrected spectra

tra (solid lines) which went into the network average. These comparisons

are displayed four stations to a page, with subsequent pages accessed using

the Continue function. During this review, any stations showing significant

spectral discrepancies with respect to the average can be eliminated by

sequentially selecting the Delete and station buttons from the Stations win-
dow. When Continue is selected following the last station comparison, the

Compare function is automatically terminated. At this point the operator

has the option of returning to the Avgspec function to recompute the net-
work-averaged spectrum without any stations which may have been

deleted in the compare process. In the resulting display, the current net-
work-averaged spectrum is shown as a solid line, the previous estimate as a

dashed line and the predicted spectrum based on -'b again as a dotted line.

This process of deleting (or adding) stations and recomputing the network

average can be repeated until a satisfactory version of the network-aver-
aged P wave spectrum is obtained for the event under consideration.
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M(Pspec)

This module permits the operator to estimate a P wave spectral

magnitude, M(Pspec), from the computed network-averaged spectrum. In

the accompanying display, the figure shows the comparison between the

final version of the observed spectrum (solid line) and the predicted spec-

trum (dotted line) corresponding to the mb value which provides the best

overall fit to the observed spectrum over the frequency band from 0.5 to

2.25 Hz. This value of mb is subsequently designated M(Pspec).

Save

This function can be used by the operator to replace the value of

M(Pspec) which is automatically written to the current event magnitude

file following the first execution of the M(Pspec) function. That is, if the
observed network-averaged spectrum is subsequently modified by adding

or deleting stations, the corresponding M(Pspec) value can be substituted

into the magnitude file using this menu option.
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Yieldfit

Selection of this module initiates a process by which the operator

can obtain model-based estimates of explosion yield and pP effects corre-

sponding to the derived network-averaged P wave spectrum for the current
event. The initial display shown in Figure 23 of Chapter 2 provides a menu
selection of three alternate source models: Mueller/Murphy saturated tuff/
rhyolite (M/M Wet Tuff), Mueller/Murphy granite (M/M Granite) and von
Seggern/Blandford granite (VonSeg-Blandf). Selection of any one of these
three source models produces a display showing a comparison between the

attenuation-corrected observed spectrum (solid line) and the predicted
spectrum corresponding to the yield which provides the best overall fit to
the observations over the band 0.50 to 2.25 Hz (dotted line). This best-fit
yield value is listed at the top of the display together with its associated
upper bound uncertainty range. Selection of Continue then results in a dis-
play showing a comparison between the attenuation and source normalized

"B

............ C

------- - 1• D

A - upper bound uncertainty range

B - best-fit yield value

C - attenuation-corrected observed spectrum

D - predicted spectrum corresponding to the best-fit yield value
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A

B

A - attenuation and source normalized spectrum

B -predicted pP spectrum

spectrum (solid line) and the spectral modulation pattern predicted by the

automatically determined best-fit pP model (dotted line). The automatically

determined model parameters consisting of the ratio of pP to P amplitude

(A) and pP-P delay time (TO), are listed in parenthesis in the legend. By

again selecting Continue, the operator initiates a process by which this

inferred pP modulation spectrum is divided out of the attenuation-corrected

spectrum to obtain the final normalized observed spectrum which is then
displayed (solid line) together with the predicted spectrum corresponding

to the original best-fit yield (dotted line). The modified yield upper bound

uncertainty range corresponding to the pP-corrected spectrum is also com-

puted at this time and substituted into the parenthesis at the top of the dis-

play. Also appearing on this display is a box in the upper right hand comer
with columns labeled A, To, W. This indicates the option for the operator to

interactively modify the automatic yield and pP estimates. Thus, selecting

the minus (plus) button under W causes the yield to decrease (increase) in

increments of five percent from the automatically determined yield and the
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A• B

C
D

A - modified yield upper bound uncertainty range

B - interactive box used to modify the automatic yield and pP estimates

C -final normalized observed spectrum

D -predicted spectrum corresponding to the best-fit yield value

associated predicted spectrum to be automatically updated in the display to

reflect this new yield value. By again selecting Continue, the operator

causes a new pP fit corresponding to this revised source estimate to be

determined and displayed. At this stage, the operator can interactively

modify the automatically determined pP parameters by selecting the plus

or minus buttons under the columns A and To and the display will continu-

ously update to show the comparisons corresponding to these revised

parameters. Once the pP model has been finalized, the operator can select

Continue once again to obtain the spectral comparison display correspond-

ing to the interactively determined yield and pP parameter values. This

interactive modification cycle can be repeated indefinitely, thereby allow-

ing the operator to explore a variety of alternative solutions. Once this pro-

cess has been completed, the operator can select Quit to terminate the

Yieldfit function. At this point, the operator can either select Yieldfit again to

explore a different source model, or select Quit again to terminate the

Spectral P processing.
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Moment Tensor

This module is used to estimate surface wave moment tensor solu-

tions and associated explosion moment magnitudes (M.) through process-

ing of the recorded long-period Rayleigh and Love wave data from the

current event. Selection of Moment Tensor from the Magnitude Measure-

ment menu initiates a phase matched filtering process with associated dis-

play and menu. Since it takes some time to initialize this process, it is done

in the background and, when completed, an icon appears on the screen

which can be accessed by the operator at his discretion to activate the ini-

tial phase matched filter display shown below. Proceeding from top to bot-

tom, this initial display contains the menu, an information bar, a standard

analyst station display of one component of the surface wave recording

from the nearest station, the time history output resulting from applying a

phase matched filter (Pmf) to that surface wave recording and finally, at the

bottom of the display, the amplitude (left) and phase (right) spectra corre-

A -n.o

C

D

.. .... --------V... W .. ..

E

A - moment tensor menu D - Pmf time history output

B - information bar E - amplitude and phase spectra

C - waveform window
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sponding to that Pmf output. The Pmf output time history is plotted as a

function of reduced time, computed with respect to the arrival sequence
predicted by the estimated group velocity dispersion curve for the propaga-

tion path to that station. If the data are good and the estimated dispersion

curve is accurate, this trace should be dominated by a narrow pulse cen-

tered on zero lag time. The amplitude and phase spectra are displayed as a

function of frequency over the band extending from 0.010 to 0.075 Hz (i.e.,

over the period range extending from about 13 to 100 seconds). The aver-

age value of the amplitude spectrum over this range defines the surface

wave moment estimate for that station, which is automatically determined

by the system and listed in the information line. Ideally, the associated

phase spectrum should oscillate around constant values of either 0 or ic,

denoting normal (sign + 1) or reversed (sign - 1) phase, respectively. More

generally, in the automatic processing mode, the phase is defined to be nor-

mal if the absolute value of the average phase over this period range is less

than ir/2 and defined to be reversed if this quantity is greater than 1/2, and

the corresponding value is then listed in the information line. As will be

described below, the operator can interactively reset these automatic phase

determinations in cases in which the data are ambiguous.

Pmf

The functions listed under this menu item permit the operator to

x interact with the displayed surface wave data and associated Pmf results.

i Selection of the Pmf option initiates an automatic process by which the
Auto P--'11moment and phase corresponding to the displayed waveform are deter-

mined and written to both the information line and a temporary file. Selec-
tion of Next (Previous) refreshes the display to show the Pmf results

corresponding to the next (preceding) station in the surface wave process-

ing queue. Similarly, selection of Auto Pmf initiates a process by which all

the usable surface wave data from the current event are automatically pro-

cessed through the Pmf routine and the results are sequentially displayed

on the screen without any operator intervention. Selection of Delete!

Restore causes the Pmf results for the displayed trace to be either removed

or added to the temporary file of processing results (depending on whether

it currently is or is not in that file) which is to be used as input to the

moment tensor inversion system (MTIS) module. Finally, selection of the
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Change Sign option causes the phase assignment for the displayed trace to

be reversed (i.e., to either ± 1, depending on the current setting).

M77S

Selection of this option initiates a secondary process with associ-

ated menu which permits the operator to interactively process the individ-

ual station moments and phases determined in the Pmf module. The initial

display shows the fit to the Rayleigh (left) and Love (right) wave PMF

moment estimates corresponding to the automatic moment tensor solution

listed in the information line below the menu. The default solution for the

tectonic component corresponds to thrust motion on a fault dipping at 450

and the resulting moment tensor solution is characterized by an isotropic

moment (MI), together with inferred strike and F factor estimates for the

tectonic component On these displays, open and closed symbols denote

normal and reversed phase observations, respectively. The associated menu

items on this MTIS display permit the operator to interact with these data

to eliminate questionable points and explore alternate solutions.

Liut View Opidas Save Help _Copy gsu
A -,---- -

Mo 7.13, MI 135.40, Sc'm 319.5. F 0.13
B Momen Tenma r'eon Sytem

C

D

SRayleigh Love

A - MTIS menu buttons

B - information bar

C - moment tensor solution

D - single station observations
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Edit

..... This function permits the operator to select points with the mouse
'Chane Sign
Delete PSignt (causing the points to be highlighted) and then to either change their sign or

Reastore delete them from the inversion input file by selecting the Change Sign or

Delete Points menu options, respectively.

View

:View ...Saiew rThis function permits the operator to either display the seismo-

S 2iSp25Ie grams corresponding to stations (points) previously selected with the

mouse (Seismogram) or to create a graphical representation of the currently

displayed moment tensor solution and add it to the Overlays menu of the

Satellite Image module for display on the SPOT image of the test site
(SPOT image).

Options

Uec ý.....This function permits the operator to undo any previous selection of,Unselect
List Points points (Unselect), to modify the dip and rake of the tectonic solution from
Set Dip/Rake the default values for 450 thrust (Set Dip/Rake) or to recalculate the
-Recalculate moment tensor solution to account for any operator specified changes in

sign or deletions of points (Recalculate).

Selection of Set Dip/Rake activates a display of sliders which per-

mit the operator to interactively set the values of these variables to any
physically permissible values. Subsequent selection of Recalculate from

the Options menu initiates a display of the moment tensor solution corre-

Modify Double Couple Dip and Rake

flip 45.0 L_ ýI .

Rake 90.0 i- 5-

OK A

A - sliders used to adjust dip and rake values
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sponding to these revised estimates of the dip and rake of the inferred tec-

tonic solution. When the operator is satisfied that a stable estimate of the

moment tensor solution has been obtained, it can be saved to the current

event database together with the associated moment magnitude (Mo) using

the MTIS Save function.

Save

Selection of this Pmf option initiates a process by which the single

station moment and phase estimates obtained during the current processing

session are saved to the database for subsequent input to the MTIS moment

tensor inversion module.
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Yield Estimation

This module enables the operator to obtain unified seismic yield

estimates and associated uncertainty bounds for the current event by apply-

ing a variety of statistical models to the corresponding network-averaged

magnitudes. At least one network-averaged magnitude must have already

been estimated before this module can be activated. Selection of this option
from the main FUNCTION menu produces a display containing a menu

and a list of m,/yield relations (intercept a, slope b) which are currently
available for analysis. If the operator wishes to carry out the analysis using

one of the listed mb/yield relations, he may do so by selecting it from the

list and then selecting the Unified Yield menu option. If he chooses to spec-
ify an mb/yield relation which is not on the list, he must select New to ini-

tiate an off-line process by which the required input files are generated and

the new mb/yield relation is added to the list.

Please select one of the following:

a = 4.45 b = 0.75
a = 4.35 b = 0.80
a = 3.65 b = 0.70

A = 4.00 b = 1.00

a = 3.70 b = 0.95
a = 4.20 b = 0.80

AFTAC

Selection

B.... ... ............... . ............

c ::Unfed Yield4 Ne Help

A - mb/yield relations

B - selection box

C - menu buttons
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Unified Yield

Selection of this menu option following selection of an mb/yield

relation produces a display listing six different statistical models and pro-

viding slider bars to adjust the relative weights of the four magnitude mea-

sures which currently can be used in the unified yield analysis (i.e., mb,

M(Lg), Mo, M(pspec)). These weights must sum to 1.00 and the initial

default values provide for equal weighting of all available magnitudes.

A - I
I IL595075 05

B

A - statistical models

B - sliders used to adjust the weights

The first five of these models provide unified yield estimates and

extremal confidence limits on those estimates corresponding to different

sets of constraints on a specified mb/yield(W) relation, with associated

parameters mb (100), b and max p where mb(000) denotes the estimated

uncertainty in the average value of mb for explosions with yields of 100 kt,

b denotes the estimated uncertainty in the slope of the linear relation

between mb and log W and max p denotes the upper bound on the absolute

value of the correlation of the yield estimation errors associated with the

different magnitude measures. The five available models of this type pro-

vide estimates corresponding to different values cf these three parameters
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which are consistent with the current range of expert opinion. Model num-

ber 6, labeled AFTAC, provides a unified yield estimate based on mb and

M(Lg) alone, using the current AFTAC standard procedure. When this

model is selected, the weights automatically adjust to 0.5 for mb and M(Lg)

and to zero for Mo and M(pspec).

Selection of any one of these models generates a display showing

the yield estimates corresponding to the individual magnitudes plotted with

respect to the unified yield estimate and its associated uncertainty bounds

(horizontal lines). Yield estimates determined from magnitude values not

included in the unified yield calculation are shown as open circles for pur-

poses of comparison. The unified yield estimate (W) and its associated

uncertainty factor (F) are listed in the upper right hand comer of this dis-

play together with the yield range corresponding to this F value (in paren-

thesis). Subsequent selection of models from the menu produce

corresponding displays beneath that for the first choice, which remains in

place throughout the processing session (See Figure 27 in Chapter 2).

When a satisfactory unified yield estimate has been obtained, it can be

Unified Yield Model 1
W v 121n2
( 9 ,.1-2379
F - 1 .96

B -CI- -

.. .. .. .. . .. .... .. .. ... -- 6 ..- ... . .. ......

D • r, M(Lg) MO M(Pspe¢) M(Prl) 5 5. 9C6 00 0 - 7 - .- C 07

A, C - uncertainty bounds

B - unified yieid

D - value not included in yield calculation
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saved to the current event file using the Save option which appears on the

menu at the top of each display. Note that the last saved value will be the

one which will appear on the Event Summary page and in the Event Report.

New

This menu option is used to initiate a secondary off-line process by

which a new mb/yield relation can be added to the displayed list of m,/

yield relations available for unified yield analysis. Selection of New results

in the generation of a pop-up window containing sliders which can be used

to set the slope and intercept corresponding to the new mrbyield relation.

Selection of the Run option from this display then initiates an off-line pro-

cess which will run for about 20 minutes to generate the input files required
to implement unified yield estimation with this new mb/yield relation.

Alternately, the operator can select the Exit option from this display and

terminate the pop-up window without initiating a new calculation. If a new

calculation is initiated, the operator may continue with the event analysis
while the process is running in the background. Re-selection of Yield Esti-

mation from the main FUNCTION menu following the completion of this

calculation will result in the display of an updated list including the new

mreyield relation which can then be selected for unified yield analysis.

.75

Slope Sliders to adjust

4.45 the slope and

......................................... . .. ................ .............................................. in te rc e p t.
Intercept

....... . . . I
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CORRTEX Yield

This module provides the capability for the analyst to enter a

CORRTEX yield estimate for the current event, if such an estimate is

available. It is implemented through the pop-up dialog box shown below,

which allows the operator to enter the yield estimate via a slider and to

then save that value to a permanent file by clicking on the Save button.

This CORRTEX yield estimate will then appear on all subsequent dis-

plays of the Event Summary page.

save ýelp Quit

Set CORRTEX yield by using the slider, save with the "Save" button.

The CORRTEX yield Is set to 100 kt.

100A -r- - ......... . .. .................................... . • .......... ...................................................... I........................................... .
Corrtex Yield (kt)

A - slider to adjust the yield
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Statistical Summary

This module provides access to a variety of statistical tests and dis-

plays which can be used by the operator to evaluate the yield estimate for

the current even' in the context of past experience at that test site and to
assess whether this estimate is consistent with an interactively specified

yield threshold level (e.g. the 150 kt threshold of the Threshold Test Ban

Treaty (TrBT)). A unified yield estimate must have already been deter-

mined for the current event before this module can be activated. Selection

of this option from the main FUNCTION menu produces a menu display
listing the available choices of statistical displays and tests, and providing

three sets of slider bars which can be used to vary the yield threshold and

the mt/yield relations used in the computations. The initial default value of
the yield threshold is the 150kt level of the TrBT with an associated seis-

mic magnitude uncertainty (Sigma Seis) of 0.06. The slider bars at the

lower left of the display determine the mb/yield relation to be used in all

tests except the second Mixture of Normals test. The initial default values

for the intercept (AO), slope (BO) and intercept uncertainty (AO sigma)
correspond to the mrb/yield relation used previously in the unified yield esti-

mation module and these values should be used for any single event com-

pliance tests. The sliders can be used to interactively vary the m,/yield

Ai

A - stical tests

B - slider bars used to set the mldyield relation
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relation to be used in the histogram and first Mixture of Normals displays

of the historical data. The slider bars at the lower right of the display deter-

mine the m,/yield relation for the second Mixture of Normals calculation

and have default values consistent with the nominal mbyield relation for

explosions below the water table at the Nevada Test Site (i.e., Al = 3.94,

B1 = 0.81 and Al sigma = 0.06).

Histograms

Selection of either of the first two menu items, Histogram of Histor-

ical Yields and Historical Yields versus Time, results in displays showing

the unified yield estimate for the current event relative to previous experi-

ence at that test site, as a function of yield and date, respectively.

Single Event Tests

The various single event tests provide access to formal compliance

assessment tests which can be used to make quantitative statements about

the probability that the current event is or is not seismically compliant with

the specified yield threshold level. Single Event Test I(AOBO) assumes that

only indirect, seismic estimates of the mb/yield relation are available and

utilizes the specified values of AO and BO in estimating the compliance

probability. For Shagan River explosions, Single Event Test 2--JVE can be

accessed to factor in the calibration results from the WE CORRTEX yield

determination and utilizes a modified AO value which accounts for this

additional information in the test of compliance. Similarly, Single Event

Test 3--Exchange Events for Shagan River explosions incorporates the

announced yields for the IVE exchange events into the estimation of the

AO value used in the compliance assessment. The Single Event Test --

AFTAC, on the other hand, employs the current AFTAC mb/yield relation

and associated unified yield estimate to assess seismic compliance of the

current event with the specified yield threshold based on just the mb and

M(Lg) magnitude measures.

Selection of any of these single event tests results in a display

showing the distribution function associated with the current event unified
yield estimate in relation to the specified yield threshold. In this representa-
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Yield (KT)

A - compliance assessment results
B - unified yield estimate

tion, the number at the peak of the distribution corresponds to the unified

yield estimate and the red shaded area under the curve provides a measure
of the probability that the true yield exceeds the specified threshold. The

formal compliance assessment results are presented in tabular form in the
upper left hand comer of this display. Here, the uppermost box provides a

summary of the results of the hypothesis test and indicates whether the cur-
rent event yield is or is not greater (at the 95% confidence level) than the
specified threshold at the nominal false alarm rate of 2.5%. The first line

below that box indicates what false alarm rate would have to be acceptel to

be able to conclude that the true yield of the current event is greater than
the threshold yield. The lines below that list the unified magnitude (M) and

associated uncertainty (OYSEIS), and the intercept (AO) and slope (BO) of
the mt,/yield curve used in the compliance calculation. The final version of

Single Event Test I should be saved to the database by clicking on the Save

button in the associated display. Once saved, the result of this test will
appear on subsequent displays of the Event Summary page.
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Mixture of Normals

The Mixture of Normals tests (Mixture of Normals(AO,BO) and Mix-

ture of Normals(A1,B1)) provide more formal means of comparing the uni-

fied yield estimate of the current event with the distribution of yields of

previous explosions at that test site. In this case, it is assumed that the

yields of previous explosions are clustered around a few discrete values

and their joint distribution is represented as a superposition of normal dis-

tributions, the number and means of which are estimated by applying for-

mal statistical criteria. This test can be run using either the (AO,BO) or

(A1,B 1) definitions of the mb/yield relation. In either case, the resulting

display shows the unified yield of Lhe current event (*) with respect to the

specified threshold and the best-fitting mixture of normals solution for the

historical data, where the yields of the individual distributions in the solu-

tion are listed beside their respective peaks. The tabular data in the upper

left hand corner of the display lists the mb/yield parameters, number of his-

torical events and individual distribution a values used in the mixture of

normals calculation. If both Mixture of Normals tests have been run, selec-

IPIC
pier

Mixture of Normals Distribution
200 155.C K"
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A - unified yield of the current event
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tion of the Mixture of Normals Comparison option results in a similar dis-
play in which color-coded representations of the mixture of normals

solutions corresponding to both the (AO,BO) and (AlI,B 1) m~yield rela-

tions are shown in relation to the current event yield estimate and the spec-
ified yield threshold.
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Spreadsheet

This mod "- provides a less formal environment for evaluating the

seismic yield ,.,amate for the current event in the context of the results

obtained from analyses of previous explosions at that test site, as well as

any available independent yield calibration data (e.g., CORRTEX). Selec-

tion of this option from the main FUNCTION menu produces a display

listing the four individual seismic yield estimates (based on mb, M(Lg), Mo,

M(pspec)) and corresponding unified yields (W(Unif)) for selected explo-

sions at the designated test site. The current event yield values appear as a

separate line in the center of the display, while the corresponding values for

previous explosions at that test site appear below that line in a scrollable

window. For explosions at the Shagan River test site, available calibration

yields, including the JVE CORRTEX value, the IVE exchange yields and

the yields published in the open literature are listed in the column labeled

W(Calib). The corresponding ratios of unified seismic yield estimates to

calibration yield values are listed in the column labeled WuIWc and the

iM ttM qe/fyLold Equatl-:

A lnIem p 4.70 4.470 5.0 4.:480
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A - magnitude yield parameters

B - current event yield values

C - yield estimates
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logarithmic average value of this ratio is listed at the bottom of the display

as the average ratio, together with the estimate of the 95% bound on the

observed ratios (F factor). Operator interaction with this spreadsheet dis-

play is restricted to the top three rows of entries specifying the magnitude/

yield relations (Slope, Intercept) for each magnitude type and the relative

weight (Weight) to be applied to each magnitude in the determination of

the unified yield. Default values for the slopes and intercepts are 4.45 and

0.75, respectively, for mb, M(Lg) and M(pspec) and 5.00 and 1.00 for Mo.

The default values for the weights call for equal weighting of the four mag-

nitudes and, however they are subsequently changed by the operator, it is

necessary that they sum to 1.00.

Change

Chng Pa............. ..... Slopes, intercepts and weights can be modified using the Change
Weights L

,b magnitude/yield menu option. Selection of Weights from this menu brings up a set of four
Nig magnitude/yield sliders which can be used to redefine the weights to be assigned to each of
No magnitude/Vield

pspec magnitude/yield the individual yield estimates in the computation of the unified yields.

Once the new weights are set, the spreadsheet display can be updated by

clicking on the Apply button.

Select 6.eights for the various magnitude components

Sum of weights = 1.00 ..

A 
.25

Mib

.25

B-u
Mig

.25
C -.

Mo

.25

S. .. ............. .................. .. ....... ............... . . .... . . . .... ... . . . . ..

A - slider to adjust the weight assigned to Mb

B - slider to adjust the weight assigned to MLg

C - slider to adjust the weight assigned to Mo

D - slider to adjust the weight assigned to Mpspec
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Selection of any one of the four magnitudes from the Change menu

brings up a pair of sliders which can be used to interactively modify the

slope and intercept values to be used in estimating the yields corresponding

to that definition of magnitude. Again, once these magnitude/yield parame-

ters have been reset, the spreadsheet display can be updated by clicking on

the Apply button. Any of the Change modules can be exited without modi-

fying the spreadsheet display by clicking on the Cancel button.

Select parameters for •b magnitude/yield relation

Slope

4.45

Intercept
.. . ............ ... ...... . ... .............. . . . . . . . . .. . ... .

Ift ly :Cancel*:lp

A - slider to change the slope

B - slider to change the intercept
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Event Summary

This module provides a one page summary of the resuits obtained

by applying the YES to the digital seismic data recorded from the selected

explosion. Listed results include the date, origin time and location of the

explosion, me derived unified seismic yield and its associated uncertainty,

the results of the statistical test of compliance of the current event with the

150 kt limit of the TrBT, a tectonic release characterization of the event

based on the surface wave moment tensor analysis and, if available, the

CORRTEX yield estimate for the explosion. In addition, each of the esti-

mated seismic magnitudes is listed together with its associated yield esti-

mate and assigned weight in the determination of the unified yield estimate.

STest Site : Shagan

Date: 14 September 1988

A Origin Time 4:0: 0.00 UT
Location 49.8788N. 78.8225E

Date of Anaulsis Sep 29. 1992

Unified Seismic Yield 116.5 KT
COGRTEX Yield : Not available

Unified Seismic Uncertainty F = 1.55 (75.0 kt < N < 180.9 kt)

Threshold Assessment - Accept the null hypothesis that
the yield is less then 1SOkt
(2.52 significance level test)

Tectonic Characterization : F = 0.13. Strike = 319 degrees

B The conclusions presented above were based on the following measurements:

lndividt•l Magnitudes and Yields
Measurement Yield Magnitude Rel.Weight

ab 120.500 6.011 0.340
N(Lg) 105.900 5.967 0.330
M(o) 136.500 7.132 0.000
M(PSpec) 123.900 6.026 0.330
M(Pn) 125.600 6.025 0.000

A - event information

B - summary of results
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Event Report

This module is used to generate a color report for an event which

has already been analyzed using the procedures specified in the user's man-

ual to obtain seismic magnitude measures and corresponding yield esti-

mates. The report consists of figures which are selected by the user with the
help of this module and automatically generated text which includes cur-

rent event parametric data (e.g., location, origin time, magnitudes, yields,
test results, etc.) calculated during the analysis of the event. The figures,

text and data are integrated into a single FrameMaker document. (Frame-

Maker is a desktop publishing software package). It follows that the

FrameMaker software package (X version 3.0 or later) must be available

on the system in order to produce a report using this module.
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When Event Report is selected from the main FUNCTION menu

following selection of a test site and an event, a display is produced listing

the menu options and the specific figures which must be selected to com-

plete the report for this event. Note that this list of figures and the associ-

ated report automatically adjust to the test site and event selected and to the

availability of different seismic phase data for the selected event. If a report

has previously been generated for the selected event, a pop-up window will

appear notifying the operator of that fact and offering the options to either
view that previous report (Yes) or to continue (No).

A report exists for the event.
[o gou want to view it now?

A0... ............ :

A - Click on Yes button to view the report

If the operator chooses to view the existing report, a FrameMaker

window containing the report pops up and the report can then be viewed

and modified using the editing tools described under View Report option of

the FUNCTIONS menu. If a complete report does not already exist, the

operator must proceed to access and copy the required figures in the order

specified on the displayed figure list. Detailed instructions for copying

these figures may be found under the Copy Figures option under the HELP

menu in this module. In cases in which some figures have already been

copied in a previous session, the square indicators to the left of the corre-

sponding figure numbers in the list will appear filled. The operator should
then begin copying figures starting with that listed beside the first unfilled

square indicator. The figures required for the event report are acquired by

accessing the specified display from the main YES menu while the Event

Report module is running and then selecting the Copy button located at the

top of that display. As the figures are acquired, the square indicators to the

left of the corresponding figure numbers in the menu list will appear filled.
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Functions Functions
Generate Report
View Report This menu button is used to access the functions required to gener-
Save ReportPrint Report ate, view, edit and print the report.

Close Report
Generate Report

Selection of this option initiates an automatic process in which the

report text and interactively selected figures are integrated into a Frame-

Maker document. If a report already exists for this event, a pop-up window

will appear notifying the operator of this fact and offering the options to

either replace the old report with the current version (Yes) or to cancel the

command (No).

View Report

Selection of this option causes a FrameMaker window containing

the report to pop-up from which the report can be viewed and edited. The

vertical arrows along the bottom edge of this display can be used to page

forward (T) or backward (,I) through the report. Additional text (e.g., event

specific comments) can be inserted by simply positioning the cursor at the

desired location, clicking once and then typing the desired text. Similarly,

text deletions and corrections can be accomplished by positioning the cur-

sor after the word to be deleted, clicking and backspacing. The text is auto-

matically reformatted to accommodate such inserts or deletions. The report

must be saved using the Save Report option to make any changes perma-

nent.

Save Report

Selection of this option causes the current version of the report to

be saved in a file for future access. If a previous version of the report

already exists, it will be replaced by the current version.
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Print Report

Selection of this menu option causes a dialog box to pop-up which

contains a request for the user to enter the number of copies required. To

enter a value, click once in the text window and type the number of copies.

Selection of the Print button then causes that number of copies to be

printed on the default printer. Note that for use with this vtrsion of the sys-

tem, this must be a Postscript printer. The dialog box can be exited without

printing by selecting the Cancel button.

Enter number of copies to print
A

" Print]. Cnel Hl
i....................... ..... . . . ............

A - Enter number of copies to print here

Close Report

Selection of this option closes the report and terminates the Frame-

Maker window. If the operator attempts to close a report before saving it, a
pop-up window will appear notifying the operator that any changes he has

made z, the report in this session have not been saved and offering him the

options of either saving the current version at this time (Yes) or of ending

the session without modifying the existing version (No).
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SDependencies between
YES modules

The following chart shows the main modules of YES and their

interdependencies.

SSatellite Analyst

Image of• Station

Magnitude
Measurement

SEvent Yield Spradsee

Summary Estimation Spreadsheet

Statistical
Summary
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Adding Data to YES

A separate program has been developed for adding new events and
new seismic data to YES via a graphical user interface. In the current con-
figuration, the new events must be explosions at either the Shagan River or

Novaya Zemlya test sites. It is assumed that, prior to the initiation of this
program, the new seismic data and a wfdisc file describing the data have

been assembled in a subdirectory under the $WFPATH environment vari-
able. For example, if "WFPATH" is defined to be "/usr/data", then the sub-
directory might be "Iusr/data/shagan/1992101", where, in this hypothetical
example, the new event has been designated as an explosion which
occurred at the Shagan River test site on the 101st day (i.e., April 10) of
1992. This directory should contain the raw waveform and wfdisc files for
the new event. The formats of these required files are described in detail in

the ARPA Center for Seismic Studies (CSS) database document entitled

"Center for Seismic Studies Database Structure Version 2.8" (Brennan,

1987).

Starting the Program

After the directory containing the .wfdisc and waveform files has
been moved to the proper location, the program to add data to the YES
database can be initiated by doing the following:

1. Change to the YES directory.

2. Type 'source Init'.

3. Type 'Database'.

Main Menu

The main menu provides access to the various modules which have

been implemented to facilitate the addition of new data to YES. It consists
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of six menu buttons, together with a template which itemizes the various

parameters which can be used to characterize the explosion which was the

source of the new data. Selection of any of the new menu buttons causes

pulldown menus to be activated from which the various system options can

be selected.

A . .---- .

A .a1-----eEe Wvfrm ae l

B|

A - menu buttons

B - origin data

Test Site

S~The TEST SITE menu button is used to identify the nuclear test site

(Shagan River or Novaya Zemlya) at which the explosion associated with

the new data was detonated. A selection must first be made from this menu

before making any other selections. The name of the selected test site will

then be automatically inserted into the first line of the event parameter tem-

plate.
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Event

n The EVENT menu button provides access to several alternate pro-
cedures for specifying the explosion which was the source of the new data.

Find

This option is used in situations in which the new seismic data is
associated with an explosion which is already in the YES database. Selec-
tion of this menu button activates a pop-up window listing the events
which are currently in the YES database for the specified test site. If one of

these corresponds to the source of the new seismic data, it can be selected
with the mouse. Selection of the OK button at the bottom of this window

will then result in the source parameters for the selected event being auto-
matically transferred to the main menu template. Alternately, if the event of
interest does not appear on this list, the analyst can select the Cancel button
at the bottom of the window to return to the main menu.

A - Click here to select an event.

New

This menu option is selected in cases in which the explosion corre-

sponding to the new date is not in the existing YES database. Following

selection of this option, the operator should move the cursor into the area
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adjacent to a listed parameter name in the template, click once with the

mouse and type the required information. The cursor can then be moved to

the next parameter name in the list and the process repeated. Origin Date,

Origin Tune (UT), Latitude and Longitude are required information; other

fields are optional. Origin Date should be entered in the following month/

day/year format: 6/20/89. Origin Time (UT) should be entered in the fol-

lowing format: 01:12:22.7. Latitude (Longitude) should be entered in deci-

mal degrees in the following format: 50.036(79.010).

Edit

This menu option is used to modify an event parameter file

obtained using the Find option described above. That is, if updated values

of any of the explosion parameters are available, they can be substituted for
the existing values using this function. Following selection of Edit, the

operator simply moves the cursor to the first character of the field to be
replaced, clicks once with the mouse and types in the revised value. This

process of positioning the cursor, clicking the mouse and typing values can

be repeated until the event parameter file is completely updated.

Accept

Once the event parameter file for the explosion of interest has been

finalized, an origin file corresponding to it can be added to the system by

selecting the Accept menu option. This will cause a new or modified event

origin file to be added to the Find event list for that test site and to the YES

main menu event list on subsequent executions of the YES program. Thus,

this module can be used to update existing origin files or add new ones to

YES, independent of whether or not new seismic data is added at the same

time.

Waveforms

Selection of this menu button activates a pop-up window which is

used to enter the name of the directory which was created to contain the

raw waveform and wfdisc files for the new event, as well as the name of the
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wfdisc file within that directory. To enter the name of the directory, simply
move the cursor into the box adjacent to the line entitled Dir:, click once

with the mouse and type in the name which was assigned to that directory
when it was originally created. Repeat the same procedure to enter the
wfdisc file name on the next line, again using the originally assigned file
name. Once these directory and file names have been verified, the operator
can select the OK button at the bottom of this window to write this infor-
mation to a temporary file.

S•A

A - Enter directory name here.

B - Enter wfdisctfile name here.

Save

M Once the new explosion parameters and associated waveform
directory have been specified using the procedures described above, the
new data can be automatically added to the YES database by selecting the

SAVE button. This initiates a process which will run for about 5 minutes to

update all the pertinent database tables and waveform files in YES. These
new data will then become available for the analyst to process on all subse-
quent restarts of the YES system.
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